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Ebitortal 1Rotes.
A LETTER, enclosing one dollar, has

been received from Peterborough without
signature. Will the writer please supply
the omission by sending his or her name
and address ?

IN our notice of the coming meeting of
the Ontario Educational Association in
last number, we unintentionally omitted
the Historical Association. This impor-
tant Association will, no doubt, very soon
be made an integral part of the Provincial
Association. Its meetings will be held

on Tuesday and Wednesday, the 16th
and 17 th of April. It has an attractive
programme, including the names of sev-
eral prominent and able educators.

WE frequently receive letters or postal

cards from subscribers asking to have the
addresses of their papers changed to such
and such a post office, but failing to in-
form us of the àddress to which it is at

present being sent. Of course, we can-

not find the name among thousands on

our mailing lists, and, consequently, can-

not comply with the request. In asking
for change of address, please, in all cases,

give the address from which, as well as
that to which, the change is to be made.

Careful attention to this request will pre-
vent many mistakes and save us a great

Cable of Contente. deal of trouble, as well as insure prompt
attention to requests.

THERE is not a little point and sug-
gestiveness in the following paragraph
from The Outlook :

" President Harper, of Chicago Univer-
sity, is reported to have said in a recent
newspaper interview that 'the University
of Chicago will encourage football to the
fullest extent, especially intercollegiate
football.' We are moved to inquire re-
spectfully why a university should encour-
age the playing of football any more than
the playing of lacrosse, tennis, golf, one-
old-cat, whist, billiards, or the flute. We
have labored under the impression that
the function of the university is to en-
courage a healthy appetite for a knowledge
of the 'best man has thought and said in
the world,' and we are still of the opinion
that it would be well for the universities
of this country to confine themselves to
their true function."

THE following, from the lips or the pen
of the eloquent Rev. Dr. Maclaren, of
London, Eng., was primarily intended,
we suspect, for the benefit of Sunday-
school teachers, but the principles of edu-
cation are everywhere the same, and the
paragraph contains some hints which can
scarcely fail to be helpful to many a
teacher in the public and private schools
in every land in which the words may be
read :

" I do not think it is a good thing to
break down the children's bread too
small. A wise teacher will now and then
blend with the utmost simplicity some-
thing that is just a little in advance of
the capacity of the listener, and so en-
courage a little hand to stretch itself out,
and the arm to grow because it is
stretched. If there are no difficulties
there is no effort, and if there is no effort
there is no growth. Difficulties are there
in order that we may grapple with them,
and truth is sometimes hidden in a well
in order that we may have the blessing of
the search, and that the truth found after
the search may be more precious. The
tropics, with their easy, luxuriant
growth, where the footfall turns up the
warm soil, grow languid men, and our
less smiling latitudes grow strenuous
ones. Thank God that everything is not
easy, even in that which is meant for the
revelation of all truth to all men. Instead
of turning tail at the first fence, let us

learn that it will do us good to climb, and
that the fence is there in order to
draw forth our effort."

NEw, like old, Scotia produces clever
and enterprising sons, who are to be
found in every land the sun shines on,
and generally some of them not far from
the van in every advance column. Like
her mother land, too, Nova Scotia is
noted for the excellence of her schools
and colleges. There is reason to fear,
however, that, from some occult cause,
the products of these institutions do not
find their way to the legislative halls in
such numbers as might be expected in a
province which is said to have more poli-
ticès to the square inch than any other
country under the sun. These observa-
tions and inferences are ventured as the
result of a somewhat careful but unsuc-
cessful study of the following literary pro-
duction, which is, we are told by a
" Stable Keeper " who writes to the Hali-
fax Herald, Section II. of a printed bill
that is, or was at the time of writing,
before the House of Assembly:

" II. On and after the building of the
slaughter house mentioned in section 9,
the city council shall operate the same,
and, after a day to be fixed by resolution
of said council, no person, company, or
corporation, shall build, maintain, operate,
or slaughter any animals within the said city,
or within a radius of four miles fron the city
hall, intended for the food of man."

It is no wonder that some of " Stable
Keeper's " friends are divided in opinion
as to the true interpretation of various
clauses; one, for instance, who is a truck-
man, maintaining that the bill does not
apply to horses, because horses are not
"intended for the food of man," and an-
other contending that these last-quoted
words refer to the city hall, and have no
reference to animals. " Stable Keeper "
himself protests that, as he " doesn't
want to build or slaughter any animal,"
that part of the bill does not disturb him,
but that lie has horses which he must
maintain and operate, or his family must
starve. Perhaps the members of the
fourth classes in composition in some of
our Ontario schools might translate the
clause so as to relieve his anxiety.

EducatioGnal
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LESSONS IN ENGLISH METRES.

The basis of English métres is accent ; the
measure of the verse being made by a regular suc-
cession of accented and unaccented syllables.
Children almost unconsciously recognize the
charm of metrical language, and there is usually
little difficulty in bringing theni to an intelligent
recognition of the characteristics of different
metres. The easiest plan is to take some passage
of well-marked rhythm, and have the class, while
the teacher slowly reads aloud, or everybody reads
aloud, mark the fall of the'accent by beating with
the finger. This exercise should take in not only
pieces like Lucy Gray, where the accent falls on
every other syllable, but those like Sangster's
The Rapid, where the unaccented syllables are
more numerous, or Longfellow's Wreck of the
Hesperus, where they are irregular.

(i) The main point in this initial work is to rec-
ognize the ACCENT ; and the teacher mnay neglect
everything else for the time. It is very necessary
at the outset that the pieces he chooses for class
exercises should be of regular measure, otherwise
he may do violence to the poetic variations (see
III.) of the measure and read with wrong emphasis
in order to restore the regularity.

When the class bas caught the idea of an ac-
cented as against an unaccented syllable, written
exercises may be given to examine the metre of
various verses, in which the pupils will mark
the fall of the accent by ' and each unaccented
syllable by x. For example-again the teacher
takes care to choose fairly regular pieces :

"He wrapped her warm in his seaman's coat,
x ' x ' x x x

Against the stinging blast."
x ' x ' x '

"All peacefully gliding, the waters dividing."
x ' xx ' x x xx 'x

(2) The second step is to recognize the FOOT.
The class is asked to mark the accent with the
finger as at first ; but the teacher (taking a regular
stanza) at the end of each line asks the number of
accents in the line, then the number of unaccented
syllables. For example :

"You say that two at Conway dwell,
And two are gone to sea,

Yet you are seven !-1 pray you tell,
Sweet maid, how this may be."

The class will see that there are in each line four
accents, and that there are four unaccented sylla-
bles. The teacher asks, Are the accents and un-
accented syllables jumbled in all togethzer, any way,
or is there a regular arrangnement ? The class wilî
then discover that there is a regular arrangement,
that the syllables are arranged x ' x ' x ' x ', four
sets of x ' in each line. Continuing, they will find
in

"The honeysuckle round the porch has wov'n its
wavy bowers,"

there are seven sets of x'.
In
"Not a word to each other ; we kept the great

pace,"
there are four sets of x x'.

In
" All peacefully gliding, the waters dividing,"

there are four sets of x ' x.
After further examination of regular measures,

the teacher may introduce the term FOOT, as the
name of each regular set or group in the metrical
line. Exercises should then follow on paper, in
which the class will mark the accented and unac-
cented sylables as before ' x, and in addition will
divide the line into feet by a mark | , giving a
formula with each line ; as,

"The armaments which thunderstrike the walls."

x ' 1 x ' 1 x ' 1 x ' | x ' j = 5 x '.

III. The next point to observe is the VARIA-
TION of the metre. The great fault of reading

poetry-the sing-song that is the despair of all
teachers, and the anguish of all hearers-lies to a
great extent in a failure to recognize variation in
the metre. The boy with a good ear for common-
place rhythm tries to read,

'It was the schooner Hesperus

x ' x ' x x '

instead of

x x ' x ' | x '

We must insist on reading poetry nearly as we
read prose, not letting the normal metre run away
with us. Variations are of various kinds, and the
interest of the class can be greatly aroused in the
effo'rt to detect them. The teacher should intro-
duce these variations in skilful gradation.

(a) Variation by substitution of a different foot,

' "Blue were her eyes as the fairy flax,"

(b) Variation by using ' x for x ' in the first foot
-reversing the accent.

| " And he watched how the veering flaw did
blow,"

(c) Variation by an additional x in each of the first
two feet.

"'Twas moonset at starting ; but while we
drew near."

(d) Variation by omitting one x from the first
foot.

Leave me, comrades, here I drop.'
'x | 'x | 'x 1 '

This last departure, the apparent incomplete-
ness of the last foot, which lacks the x, is so com-
mon and necessary as not to seem a variation. It
will be remarked that if the x were present as
" dropping " instead of " drop " it would necessi-
tate a double rime "stopping "; and the double
rime in English is difficult to carry on successfully.

( To be continued.)

TEACHING GRAMMAR.

Grammar is the knowledge of the uses of words
in expressing thought. The chief purpose in the
study is to discover these different uses of words,
and to see how groups of words are ernployed to
perform the office of single words in sentences.

(i) The first step in teaching grammar is to
make plain the constituent elements of the sen-
tence. These were shown in our last article to be
subject, predicate, and the word which shows what
relation exists between them. This last is called
verb (the word) or copula (the connective). It is
the word, that is, the essential word, in the sen-
tence, because it is essential to all thought that the
relation between subject and predicate shall be dis-
cerned. Of all the connecting words in the sen-
tence the verb or copula is the chief in importance.
These three functions of words, viz., to denote the
subject, to denote the predicate, and to denote the
relation discerned between subject and predirate,
are the fundamental ones. • These give the three
uses of words that are naned nouns, attribute
words (adjectives), and verbs (copula).

(2) The next step in learning grammar is to dis-
cover the different uses of the words employed to
denote the subject, the predicate, and the relation
between them, or copula. Here it is important
that the learner dwell long enough to see the funda-
mental distinctions between the uses of these words,
which we call parts of speech. The best way to
discover these different uses is to form a thought
about some object which he wishes to express, and
then observe the office of each word in expressing
it. To illustrate :

Suppose that each member of the class has an
apple. Attention is directed to the color. Immedi-
ately each declares his judgment about his apple ;
it is green, or red, or russet, as the case may be.
Note the analytic-synthetic movement of the mind
in distinguishing the color, and at the same time
seeing it as united in the subject, or thing, apple.

It is one of the attributes by which the thing, apple,
is distinguished from other apples or other things.
The device for expressing this judgment is the
words, "The apple is red," or, "The apple is
green," in which the attribute is affirmed of the
subject. Words thus used to denote attributes of
subjects of thought are called adjectives. We
study the apples further by tasting them. The
green apples are sour, the red apples are sweet, the
russet apples are bitter. We now distinguish two
attributes of each apple ; the one is made more
prominent than the other by being used as a predi-
cate. But when we say "green apple" there is an
implied relation of subject and predicate. It is
understood that the apple is green.

After some such method of the study of actual
things, and of reflection upon the uses .we make of
words in expressing our thoughts, until the adjective
relation of words is clearly seen, we continue our
study of the apples. Some of the apples are dark
red ; others, light red ; others, grass green, etc.
We are now discriminating between the attributes
of these apples, and use words to show these dis-
tinctions. " Dark," "light," "grass," are attributes
of the other attributes, which is a different use of
words from that of adjectives. The grammatical
name of this class is adverb. The name is merely
technical. The literal meaning of the word has no
application to its use in expressing the thought.

When the distinction between the adjective and
the adverb is made clear by the study of many dif-
forent things, after the manner indicated, the study
of the apples can be renewed by placing them in
different places-on the teacher's desk, on the floor,
on the stove, on Mary's desk, etc. The pupils now
distinguish one apple from the others by describing
them as follows: "The green apple is on the
teacher's desk," "the red apple is on the stove."
Now the attribute pointed out is each apple's rela-
tion to other objects. It is just as much adjective
as before, for it is the attribute of the apple that is
considered. Here a group of words is used instead
of one. Only children who have developed some
power of thinking can follow this lead, but the sup-
position of the writer is that it is such children that
are entering upon the study ofgrammar considered
as the science of the sentence. Up to this point
the child bas had much instruction and training in
the correct use of language, if he has been properly
taught. He has learned the rules of good usage
through his language training. He studies gram-
mar to discover how the rules came to be.

Now, to describe the apple which is "on the
teacher's desk," the learner sees that to express
that relation a new use of a word has been made.
The apple might have been under the desk, or over
it, or beside it. But it is on it. I am still describing
the apple by showing its relation to the desk. What
is the word that tells this relation ?

By some such method as is above sug-
gested, the teacher can keep the child's con-
viction strong from the first, that words are used
for the purpose of indicating our thoughts,
and that they must always be studied in con-
nection with the thoughts they express. It is the
thought which determines the use of the word,
and its use can never be known until the thought is
known. This is the first truth to fix in the mind of
the child beginning this, study, and every lesson
should tend to deepen the conviction. It will then
be impossible for a person who has completed the
school course to declare, as a teacher does in
another place in this number, that whether "to
eat " is a transitive or an intransitive verb depends
upon whether you study Rigdon's grammar or Hol-
brook's grammar. That is, it is nerely a matter of
text-book authority. The writer was present at a
grammar lesson in a county institute last summer
where the teacher of grammar said, sotto voce, that
if the statement should be made to the class that
" it was the meaning in every case that must deter-
mine how to parse words and analyze sentences,"
only a small per cent. would understand what the
statement meant. We thought that he was mis-
taken at the time, and became convinced of it later.
. . .Until the pupils are able to see just what a
noun does that an adjective cannot do, wbat is the
peculiar office of a verb which no other part of
speech can perform, and so on of all the others, it
is vain to suppose that they can go on to the
mastery of the greater difficulties of the subject. A
knowledge of the parts of speech involves the
knowledge of the entire subject of grammar. But
it is only after one knows the subject that he sees
this to be true.-G.P.B. in an Erchange.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

LUCAN.-The word " John's," in " That h3use
of John's was burnt," is to be explained rather
than parsed. It is usually explained as a tauto-
logy, a double possessive-the possessive rela-
tion expressed by " of" being strengthened by the
possessive suffix of the noun. No doubt the ex-
pressions, " This is mine," " This is John's," " This
is something of mine," " Something of John's,"
were felt to be analogous, " John's " signifying thus
the things owned, the ownership of John. Thus
representing a distinct, independent notion, it was
felt possible to use it partitively. ." This is some-
thing (a house, a hat). of John's (=John's owner-
ship)."

"The then minister." "Then" is a temporal ad-
verb usually, but here used as a qualification ad-
jective.

" They sang themselves hoarse." " Themselves "
is a reflexive pronoun, plural, object of the verb
" sing."

Are candidates for Public School Leaving Ex-
aminations supposed to read " Kenilworth " for
composition ?

We know of no such requirement.

SUBSCRIBER.-The rhetoric for a Public School
Leaving should be very elementary. See Genung's
"Outlines of Rhetoric" (Wn. Briggs, Toronto),
and the appendix to "Notes to High School
Reader" (Gage & Co., Toronto). The study of
the sentence, paragraph, and the main figures of
speech, with a rough idea of the qualities of style,
should be ample.

SEARCHER.-(I) " Pair," in " two pair of boots,"
is as correct as " two pairs of boots," though more
colloquial. " Pair" in such an expression is
singular in form, but plural in signification. This
peculiarity is very common with nouns of quantity;
compare " four brace of pigeons."

(2) " Bushel," in " six bushels," etc., is a concrete
noun.

(3) Nouns such as " Indian," " Englishman,"
are proper nouns; "oak," "negro," are common
nouns.

A. B.-" The land of brown heath and shaggy
wood," Scotland ; " the king of dramatists,"
Shakespeare ; "the land of the shamrock," Ire-
land ; " the antlered monarch of the glen," stag.

M. C. P.-" This book is somebody else's," not
" somebody's else." The latter expression is a
New England school teacher's fad. The whole
expression " somebody else" has grown into a
compound pronoun, and is to be treated as such ;
as soon say " the Queen's of England crown," as
" somebody's else book."

SUBSCRIBER.-(I) You refer to our parsing of
"many," in "many a man," as an adjective (see
JOURNAL, March i), and point out that the High
Scliool Grammar (see p. 171f) treats it as an ad-

verb. Space permits only a brief statement why
our parsing is correct. It is this : origmnally
"nany " was used with singular nouns, as it is to-
day with plural nouns, without any an or a. Peo-
ple said " many man " as they said " each man,"
or " ever-each (every) man." The "an " crept im
later (thirteenth century chiefly), probably in anal-
ogy with "each a man," "such a man," which
grew common about the same time. This, of
course, did not interfere with the adjectival value
of " many," which continued its qualifying force as
before. It shows that analogy works even where
the conscious thought of the speaker might con-
demn the expressions. (2) Similarly you want a
reason why " two and two is four " may be re-
garded as correct as " two and two are four"; I
can simply say that educated people use the former
as well as the latter ; they feel, no doubt, they are
dealing with a quantity, two-and-two. Cf. "Why
is dust and ashes proud ? " (3) The common mis-
take with " like " and " as " is to use "like " as a
conjunction where " as " is preferable. " He talks
like (say 'as') I do " ; but "he talks like me."

(4) " Two times two are four " is a concise way of
saying " two taken two times is four." The ex-
pression is built on the adverbs, once two is two,
twice (thrice) two is four (six), four, times two
is eight, etc..

To educate a child perfectly requires profounder
thought, greater wisdom, than to govern a state.-
Channing.

for fribay Rfternoon.
THE CHICK AND THE DUCK.

BY CLARA G. DOLLIVER.

Said a downy young duck
To a fluffy young chick,

" Come down to the water and swim!
By a fine bit of luck,
The right path I can pick,

And the horse-trough is full to the brim."

" I really don't dare !"
Was the prudent reply;

"I have often been cautioned, you know,
With the greatest of care,
To walk where it was dry,

And with giddy young ducks never go."

She replied with a sneer,
" To me it is clear,

To your mother's tail-feathers you're tied
You run at her cluck !"
Said this naughty young duck,

" I don't think you have very much pride"

The chick hung his head,
While with blushes he said,

" I never have learned how to swim-
You see that by my toe ;
But I would like to go-

I suppose I can walk on the rim."

With his thin yellow legs,
Like long scaly pegs,

He walked on the perilous rim;
He watched his friend dive,
And come up still alive,

Though she paid no attention to him.

His mother, the hen,
Called again and again,

But her darling child never replied.
With a motion too quick,
He had slipped-the poor chick-

And he fell in the water, and died.
-Selected.

for Rrbor Mal.
TREE PLANTING PÆAN.

The following stirring Arbor Day poan was
written by the late Rev. S. F. Smith, of Boston,
Mass.

Joy for the sturdy trees
Fanned by each fragrant breeze,

Lovely they stand !
The song-birds o'er them trill,
They shade each tinkling rill,
They crown each swelling hill,

Lowly or grand.

Plant them by-stream and way,
Plant where the children play

And toilers rest;
In every verdant vale,
On every sunny swale-
Whether to grow, or fail,

God knoweth best.

Select the strong, the fair,
Plant them with earnest care,

No toil is vain;
Plant in a fitter place,
Where, like a lovely face,
Let in some sweetér grace,

Change may prove gain.

God will His blessing send,
All things on Him depend-

His loving care
Clings to each leaf and flower,
Like ivy to its bower,
His presence and His power

Are everywhere.

ARBOR DAY.

Plant in the spring-time the beautiful trees,
So that in future each soft summer breeze,
Whispering through tree-tops, may call to our mind
Days of our childhood then left far behind.

Days when we learned to be faithful and true;
Days when we yearned our life's future to view
Days when the good seemed so easy to do ;
Days when life's cares were so light and so few.

Oft in the present are we made to know
What was done for us in years long ago,
How others sowed in the vast fields of thought,
And, to us, harvests from their work are brought.

And, as we read in some tree's welcome shade,
Of the works of earth's wise men, which never can

fade,
Thanks would we waft to the soft summer breeze,
Both to planters of thought and to planters of

trees.

Then should we think, in our heritage grand,
We, too, belong to that glorious band,
Who, in word, or in thought, or in deed something

do
To advance this old world somewhat on tg the

new.

As in the past men did plant for to-day,
So will we plant in this beautiful May,
Trees that in future shall others shade cool,
Thoughts that shall ripen for earth's future school.

-Selected.

TRIBUTE TO NATURE.

Tune-" America."
Of nature broad and free,
Of grass, and fdower, and tree,

Sing we to-day.
God hath pronounced it good,
So we, His creatures, would
Offer to field and wood

Our heartfelt lay.

To all that meets the eye,
In earth, or air, or sky,

Tributes we bring.
Barren this world would be,
Bereft of shrub and tree ;
Now, gracious Lord, to Thee,

Praises we sng.

May we Thy hand behold,
As bud and leaf unfold,

See but Thy thought;
Nor heedlessly destroy,

Nor pass unnoticed by,
But be our constant joy,

All Thou hast wrought.

As each small bud'and flower
Speaks of the Maker's power,

Tells of His love;
So we, Thy children dear,
Would live from year to year,
Show forth Thy goodness here,

And then above.
-Mary A. Heermans.

PLANT FLOWERS.

Plant flowers ; there's need for the beautiful
In our sordid lives of care,

For the plants of toil
Grow on fruitful soil

And crowd, ere we are aware,
Far more than they ought
From our daily thought

All things that are sweet and fair.

Plant flowers ; there's room for the beautiful
In the fullest life's dull round.

Joy gives new life
For the world's keen strife,

And evermore may be found
Where beauteous fdowers
Brighten busy hours,

Shedding cheer and light around.
Plant flowers ; there's cheer in the beautiful

Which every heart should find;
And each flower bell
May weave a spell

Of beauty for heart and mind;
May tell of the hand
Which has made the land

Bloom sweet for all mankind.
-Dart Fairthorne, in Vick's Magazine.
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SCHOOL REFORM IN RUSSIA.

T HE hopes that were entertained at
the accession of the young Czar of

Russia that he would pursue a liberal
policy, or at least make some concessions
to his subjects in the direction of repre-
sentative institutions and constitutional
freedom, was somewhat rudely dispelled,
some weeks ago, by his speech to the
deputies from various provinces, who
came to congratulate him on the occasion
of the royal marriage, and to ask on be-
half of the people they represented for
some voice in their own government. He
told themr in effect, with a frankness
which was almost brutal, that it was
worse than idle for them to indulge in
any such dreams, as he was resolved to
maintain to the fullest extent the policy
of absolutism which was so rigidly ad-
hered to by his father. The announce-
ment was a disappointment, not only to
the subjects of his despotism, but to the
lovers of freedom the world over, who
had been hoping that a better day was
about to dawn for the oppressed people
of Russia, especially for the poor Stun-
dists and other religious sects who are
suffering so cruelly from official persecu-
tion, under the influence of the clergy of
the national church. There is, however,
a broad ray of hope in the reforms which

are about to be tried in the schools with-
in a limited area. The Russian Minister
of Education has given notice that free
and compulsory education is to be experi-
mentally introduced into the governments
of Kharkov, Poltawa, Kursk, and Voro-
netz. Teachers from these governments,
as well as the school superintendents of
the District of Kief, were invited to attend
a conference on the subject to be held in
St. Petersburg. The decision which bas
been taken is in keeping with the pro-
ceedings of the Ministry of Education
during the last four years. One of the
most famous teachers in Russia, Profes-
sor Larkoffski, of the University of Mos-
cow, was sent to France to report on the
French school system, and another dele-
gate was sent to Sweden to report on the
working of compulsory education in that
country. The reports of these delegates
were of an eminently satisfactory char-
acter, and no doubt exercised a great in-
fluence in bringing the authorities to the
decision they have taken. It is believed
that the reform will take effect at the
commencement of the school-year 1895-6.

DO OUR SCHOOLS PROMOTE
JOYOUSNESS?

FEW weeks since a schoolboy in
Cincinnati committed suicide by

taking poison. According to the news-
papers, the boy was despondent be-
cause of the low average he had
taken in school, and sought in this
desperate way to put an end to his
troubles. The sad incident is well fitted
to beget serious and searching enquiry by
teachers and by parents into the working
of the system which may be supposed to
be in some measure responsible for this
sad quenching of a young life. We do
not know whether any vigorous and
thorough investigation was made into the
circumstances, but, if not, there ought to
have been such an inquest. It is but sel-
dom, we may believe, that the native
buoyancy and hopefulness of youth can
be so completely crushed 'out as to leave
a young lad the victim of utter despair.
But even one such incident suggests many
questions touching the school systems of
the day, which are worthy of the most
painstaking thought. One of these ques-
tions, suggested by the New York School
Yournal, we commend specially to the
attention of our, readers. Very much is
implied in it. " Does it (the school) culti-
vate the natural joyousness of children ? "
This does not simply mean, we take it,
Does the school completely suppress the
buoyancy of spirit which is so character-
istic of healthy children of school age, but,

rather, does it tend to such a result ? If
so, we may be sure there is something
radically wrong with the system or the
teacher. We know of our own observa-
tion that there is such a tendency in
some of the Toronto schools, which are,
on the whole, we take it, nowise inferior
to those of other localities. We have,
within the last year or two, known cases
in which boys of average parts and bright-
ness were found to be losing their natural
joyousness and becoming morose and ill-
natured, under the combined strain and
restraint of school work and discipline.
But the other day a mother was com-
miserating the hard case of ber boy, who
was being kept in night after night to
complete work which he and many fel-
low-sufferers were almost habitually un-
able to overtake in the regular school and
home-work hours. What joy in life can a
young lad have who can hardly find time,
except on Saturdays and occasional holi-
days, for a real, rousing game ? What is
more pitiable than a boy of eight or ten
with prematurely staid gait and demeanor,
and care-worn expression, at the age
which nature intended to be filled with
shout and laughter and merry antics ?
Our contemporary very. fittingly quotes
these words from Jean Paul Richter:

" I can endure a melancholy man, but
not a melancholy child; the former, in
whatever slough he may sink, can yet
raise his eyes either to the kingdom of
reason or of hope, but the little child is en-
tirely absorbed and weighed down by one
black poison-drop of the present. Think of a
child led to the scaffold; think of Cupid
in a Dutch coffin ; or watch a butterfly,
after its four wings have been torn off,
creeping like a worm, and you will feel
what I mean."

MORAL TRAINING IN THE
SCHOOLS.*

W E have long been convinced that
one of the most serious defects

in our Public School system is the want
of adequate provision for systematic moral
training. This conviction we have often
expressed. It grows stronger with every
additional year of observation and experi-
ence. Probably there is not one of our
readers who would hesitate to endorse
heartily the statement that the training of
the moral nature-in other words, the
building up, as far as possible, of right
and noble character-is incomparably the
most important part of all true education.
Yet how much systematic training of that
kind is given in the average Public or
High School ? We know well that there

* SHORT STUDIES IN ETHics. An Elementary Text-book forSchools. By Rev. J. O. Miller, M.A., Principal of Bishop Rid.ley College. Toronto: The Bryant Press, 1895. Price, 75 cents.
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are many principals and teachers who
personally feel the importance of this part
of their work, and the obligation which
rests upon every teacher in regard to it,
and who do their best, in the face of the

almost insuperable difficulties caused by
a crowded programme and the absence of

any systematic provision in the time-
table, or by helpful text-book, to give it

the attention its importance demands.
Of course we shall be told that such

training can be most effectually given in-
cidentally, in the course of the daily work

and discipline of the schoolroom and the

playground ; that the teacher of worthy
character and high aims will find daily
and hourly opportunities for bringing his

or ber influence to bear to this end, by
both precept and example. This is un-
questionably true, under certain condi-
tions and within certain quickly-felt limi-

tations. But we venture to assert that
those teachers who are doing most in

these ways to mould aright the characters
of their pupils will be, as a rule, the

readiest to feel and admit that their work

in this direction is seriously hindered by

the lack of systematic provision for

thoughtful study of questions of right and

wrong, for class-room talks about the na-

ture and extent of moral obligations, etc.
Why not, then, have a place on the

school programme for the discussion of

such topics ? And why not have a

simple, suggestive handbook prescribed,
either as a guide and aid to the teacher,

or as a text-book for the pupils, to be used

in connection with such discussions ? If

the views we have expressed touching the

supreme value of the subject be admitted,

the plea of want of time will be without

weight or force. The fact 'must rather

be recognized that there is no time for

any study, no matter what, which inter-

feres with that which is of first impor-

tance in school education. An insuper-

able difficulty, we shall be told, arises

out of the differences of creed which

abound among the supporters of the

schools. " You cannot build up a sound

ethical system save on a religious founda-

tion. Hence you cannot discuss ques-

tions of morals apart from questions of

underlying religions faith, and the moment
you touch upon questions of faith you

come into contact with the bristling

points of sectarian controversy." For

the same reason it is said to be useless to

attempt to procure or prepare a text-book

of morals for use in the schools, because

it is impossible to construct such a book

without trenching upon matters of creed

in regard to which the denominations are

at variance. We are here reminded that

Dr. Ryerson at one time essayed person-

ally the impossible task of preparing a

text-book on morals, wbich he hoped
would be acceptable to al], and that he
conspicuously failed. Those, however,
who remember the book in question know

that it was foredoomed to failure by
reason of its entering freely into the re-

gion of dogmatic theology, wherein it

was certain not only to arouse sectarian

criticism, but to come into contact with

the scepticism of the agnostics and infi-

dels, whose opinions must be respected in

such a matter, as well as those of the re-

presentatives ofthe denominations. In all

this we have never been able to find any

sufficient disproof of the entire practica-

bility of having a handbook of morals, or

otherwise carrying on a course of definite
and systematic moral training, which
would not only be acceptable to Christian
parents of all creeds, but also unobjec-
tionable to unbelieving parents of good
character.

We have been led to this re-statement
of our views and convictions in regard to

this most important matter by the receipt
of a little volume which has just been is-

sued by The Bryant Press, of this city,

entitled " Short Studies in Ethics." This

work came to hand too late to admit of
its being read carefully through before

writing this article. It is possible, there-

fore, that we may have overlooked pas-

sages which we might wish to except from
the hearty concurrence and approval

which we are constrained to give the book

as the result of a careful reading of a con-
siderable part of it. The author is Rev.

J. O. Miller, M.A., Principal of Bishop
Ridley College, St. Catharines. The

brief dissertations are, we are informed

and can readily believe, the outcome of

the writer's experience in the institution

over which he presides; are, in fact, more

systematic reconstructions of bis talks

with his boys. Of the good effect of these

talks he is so well convinced that lie has

been led to throw them thus into a form

in which they may be used by others.

The work is designed as " an elementary

text-book for schools." It is, perhaps

necessarily, didactic in form, a fact which

might mgr its excellence for the purpose,

save in the hands of teachers who know

how to use such a text-book as a provo-

cative and stimulant of the pupil's own

independent thought. In every other

respect it impresses us as admirable.

The arrangement is lucid and logical, the

style is clear, and the language beautifully

simple, without being, as that of such

books too often is, spuriously childlike or

childish; and the views presented are not

only such as will, we are sure, in the main

be approved by all thoughtful parents and

guardians, whether professing Christians
or not, but such as will commend them-
selves to the judgments and consciences
of honest boys and girls. A mere enu-
meration of the topics briefly treated in
separate talks or chapters will be suggest-
ive. These are : duty, obedience, truth-
fulness, courage, purity, unselfishness,
honesty, faithfulness, profanity, justice,
benevolence, ambition, patriotism, bodily
exeroise, habit, industry, self-control, self-
reliance, friendship, gentlemanliness,
courtesy, repentance, character, con-
science. The views presented under each
of these heads are lofty and ennobling,
without being visionary-such views as
a father or mother with high ideals
would wish to have ingrained into the
very character of a son as he travels the
perilous road from boyhood to mînhood.
No boy can faîl to be made better fromn

thinking and talking about such themes
in theirorder, from week to week, until he
has reached definite opinions and convic-
tions in regard to each. And, of course,
such independent thought and conviction,
as the resuit 'of individual thinking, not

of dogmatic teaching, is what the true
teacher will aim at. Nor is there any
more powerful or strengthening intel-
lectual exercise. Illustrations drawn from
facts of local or general history abound,
and, if we are not much mistaken, will
enable the book to be made, in the hands
of a skilful teacher, intensely interesting
to the boy mind. We had intended to
give some illustrative quotations, but the
unforeseen length to which this article
has alread reached forbids. We may do
s0 in a future number.

We do not know whether this little
book aspires to authorization by the On-
tario Education Department, nor is it our
intention to express an opinion upon its
eligibility for that purpose. But we are
heartily glad that such a book has been
prepared. We feel sure that if a copy
could be placed in the hands of every
school teacher, especially those of the
younger and less experienced, the result
could not fail to be excellent. Finally,
we would venture respectfully to suggest
an inspection of the book by the Edu-
cation Department, with a view to a
reconsideration of the question of the
use of some such work as a text-book.
We may add that the book is beautifully
printed and very neatly bound, and is
creditable in every way to the publishers.

OBSERVATION has convinced us that
toolittle attention, by far, is given in many
of the Public Schools to training and prac-
tice in the art of reading aloud. No
doubt it is, in many cases, difficult or
seemingly impossible for the teacher to
find time for the exercise, on the crowded
programme. But the ability to read ar-
ticulately, intelligently, and with proper
pronunciation, inflection, and emphasis,
is one of the most useful as well as pleas-
ing of scholarly accomplishments. It
may be made a source of enjoyment and
a means of culture to many besides the
reader. Whatever is neglected, train-
ing in the art of oral reading should never
be crowded out.
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5pcíaI llþapers.
DESIRABLE TREES TO PLANT.

BY THE LATE R. W. PHIPPS.

It was the original intention to give here a full
chapter on the best method of planting with a view
to appearance, but want of space forbids. A few
suggestions may be, however, given. We should
cornsider to what trees our soil and climate is
adapted. A tree of any variety, flourishing well,
and throwing out branch and leaf in their season
with strong and hardy life, looks better than an-
other, however high its name in the catalogue,
which, struggling, only keeps existence, and never
arrives at the fullness it attains elsewhere. Then,
another point, wonderfully neglected in setting out
trees, is color. If you look abroad throughout the
wonderful variety which nature offers here, you
will see foliage of a pure cream color-of bright
silver hue-of an infinite number of greens-of
bright gold-of delicate brown-of rich crims9n,
and many more. We should notice what they
are at the four seasons ; we should also remember
the height of the trees ; that some can show well
above those adjacent; and that some colors are
ever most beautiful when set off by certain cthers.
It is not as if our climate were unpropitious ; on
the contrary, trees of endless variety of fori-of
infinite charms of color-flourish luxuriantly here.
And we shall find that if we take advantage of the
varie;y, and plant with a remembrance of the effect
one tree has near another, that we shall soon have
charming pictures ; and shall also have supplied a
background of foliage which, seen from another
point, will itself form a picture equally charming.
Ourtrees-whether plantation, wind-break, orclump
- will consist of varieties sufficiently near for pleas-
ing comparison and advantageous contrast, yet not
in that general jumble of indistinguishable foliage
which renders the eye careless, till it passes trees
as pebbles in a walk. And how easily and cheaply
improvable are our surroundings ! t visited lately
two farm houses. Opposite each ran the same
high bank-in both farms almost useless land.
But in one case it was a barren bill seared with
dry water gulleys. In the other it had been ten
years planted, and now a beautiful growth of trees
-so placed as to display in each its particular
beauty-crowned the summit and came half way
down the slope ; the lower slope had clumps of
shrubs, cared for and in luxuriant growth. The
difference-the superiority of the last residence,
from this little piece of forest work alone-forced
itself on the least cultivated, and was indescrib-
able. Yet the cost had been ve ry trifling. In On-
tario, nature offers us, in trees, what color, what
form, we choose of a thousand kinds. Of this
great choice we have but to take advantage, to
render our farms shortly as beautiful as the utter
deprivation of the forest bas made many of tbem
hideous.

It may be suggested, in choosing trees with re-
ference to beauty, either alone or in contrast, that
the manner in which the different varieties reflect
the light, and the kinds and lines of shadow pro-
duced, should be thought of. If we look at a
Lombardy poplar, we shall find that the lines of
light and shade are upright and narrow. Then
take a beech, the tree is in strata ; the light and
shade in large level flakes. The white oak is
again different from either ; its fewer and larger
branches, radiating irregularly from the great
trunk, give large, uneven, but more grand and pic-
turesque masses of shadow and brightness than
those of any other tree. The cedars often grow
so close branched that their shadows are but one.
The maple bas numerous openings for shade and
sun, but they are too many, too small, and too
regular to do more than assist the general effect of
the tree. If we examine foliage critically, we shall
find a thousand differences to aid our selection,
and one view of nature is worth many of books,
for trees differ with localities, and the observer can
soon find for himself how they appear when he de-
sires to plant.

We generally plant that trees may be seen from
a given point. If this central point be the house,
the views of the house from the road, and towards
the road from the house, are the chief vistas to
leave open, not in straight rows of trees, but that,
of the curving lines of plantation edge, of grove,
clump, or single tree, none shall stand in the way
of the view you desire, while, as the eye glances

along the opening, it shall observe trees on either
side in graceful harmony or appropriate contrast.

Without attempting an extended list, it may be
said that of those within reach of all, for planting
im the open, the oak (white and red) should be
mentioned. When in leaf, the masses of its foliage
reflect the lights and shadows as do few others.
Before planting, with all trees it is well to observe
the effect of this, and consider which you would
choose in contrast. It grows a large and hand-
some tree, with a peculiar appearance of solidity
and strength in the trunk and branches, and will
thrive on poor soil. It is said that trees influence
character. One can imagine that the daily walk
along an avenue of fine oaks-their firm position-
their rigid branches defying the storm-the steel-
like and martial flash of their unbending and hard-
edged leaves-might possibly arouse thoughts
which would have some such effect.

" To convey by words alone," it is said, " an idea
of the grand and varied expression of full-grown
oaks would be a task as difficult as to impart the
awful sense of sublimity inspired by rolling thun-
der."

" Jove's own tree,
That holds the woods in awful sovereignty."

- Virgil.

The Beech.-Some object to this, as being likely
to die out. In those cases when I have known it
to do so, it had been transplanted from the shade
to the sun, which had beat on its bark. The for-
est bark is tender. (This can be shaded by a Vboard.) But I have generally known it to do well,
and it bas this peculiarity-its habit is often to
branch in sections above one another, givingbroad level flakes of light green foliage across the
whole tree, which, swayed by the breeze, give an
admirable and ever-changing effect.

Its roots run close under, and sometimes lift
themselves near the trunk, above the ground.

"There, at the foot of yonder nodding beech,
That wreathes its old fantastic roots so high."

-Gray.
The Elm.-Nothing can exceed, in graceful ap-

pearance, the lofty urn-like form of this remarkable
tree. The beautiful curves of the branches into
which the trunk, near the ground, divides, and
which each then seems to form an independent
tree, rising high by itself, then uniting with the
rest in an immense spreading head, give this pe-
culiar form. It should be remembered that where
beauty is the object, trees which naturally grow as
these should be given space to follow out their
habit. Some pruning, when small, will greatly
assist. For avenues, these trees need eighty feet
between the rows.

" Of all trees," says Beecher, " no other unites,
in the same degree, majesty and beauty, grace and
grandeur, as the American elm. Take them
away, and who would know the land? Villagesthat coquette with beauty through green leaves
would shine white and ghostly as sepulchres."
The witch elm should be mentioned. It is more
square in form and massy in foliage-equals in
size the large oaks, and is one of the noblest of
park trees.

"Harp of the North, that mouldering long hast
hung

On the witch elm that shades Saint Fillian's
spring."

The ash is also a very beautiful tree, and, above
others, sways gracefully in the wind. Its bark,
too, in its many channellings, is very handsome.
In our climate, with the long winter, the appear-
ance of trees when destitute of their leaves is an
important point. Trunk and branches, for long
periods, are visible here. I have been where, of a
summer afternoon, too warm for exercise, too
bright for sleep, the long line of waving ashen
foliage, from window to park gate, seemed, in the
incessant change and continuous rush and play of
its heavy leaf wreaths in the breeze, to arouse such
succession of thoughts as passed the hours as
pleasingly as might an agreeable book or lively
companion.

The nut trees-hickory, chestnut, walnut, and
butternut-will, with care, all thrive and look well
in many parts of our provinces. The length of
leaves of the two latter give them a flowing grace,so unique as to demand consideration in planting.
Between their and ordinary foliage is a difference,not so great as that between evergreen and decidu-
ous, but still st;ongly marked. It is that each leaf

g

is of many leaflets, of a pale, yet warm and glowing
green, and that, looking at the tree, you see that
they seem to back each other, and hang rank on
rank into the depths.

The basswood is an excellent tree to plant. It
grows rapidly-soon the smooth tall sapling willswell into the thick rough trunk, and the broad soft
leaves form a wide arbor overhead, while the mass
of rich white blossoms will, if you plant trees
enough, feed your own and your neighbor's bees
till both shall have honey for winter. If we choose
to be epicures about shade, it is thought that, as arock gives cooler shade than a forest, so a basswood
gives more agreeable shade than other trees. In
this case, it is said to be owing to the foliage-the
numerous layers of large, thick, moist leaves.

Then there are the larches and evergreens, the
growth and appearance of most of which is else-
where described.

Of the maple, hard and soft, much less has been
said elsewhere. For shade, there is no better tree,and in summer rows of maples, well-headed and
thriving, formi a most brilliant feature in the land-
scape in fall-one almost gorgeous. A word also
should be said concerning the soft maple. In most
places there are some grounds which cannot well
be draied, and are consequently unproductive. If
soft maples be here planted, close at first, thinned
out thoroughly in time and given full space, they
grow to one of the finest of our many fine trees.
Soft maples, of which I remember the planting, arenow nearly four feet through at the base. Their
growth, dividing, not single stemmed, and the
broad branching head, renders them excellent for
all ornamental purposes. Their autumn leaf, too,is of a far more rich and delicate crimson than is
that of the hard maple, and if you will plant them
in a northern exposure, where they will receive the
full weight of the first sharp frost, you will have
nearly every fall the most pleasing sight nature can
afford.

If we want a rapidly growing tree, there is the
silver poplar. In twenty years I have seen it cut
down-a tree three feet, six inches through, seventyfeet high, and sixty in spread, giving four cords of
firewood to the tree. It is of very fine appearance
-- its leaves silver on one, clear green on the other
side, and partly of aspen nature, then flutteringcontinually, breaks a white and emerald sea over
its whole surface. I have had the wood tested-as
firewood it nearly equals maple-as beams it is
twice as tough as pine- as panels it has a beautiful
yellow grain. But, as before warned, near ploughed
ground it will run and sucker.

The Birch.-A very beautiful tree, whether we
choose the cut-leaf or the more ordinary variety.The bright white bark, contrasting against the
green leaves, shows well in many situations. In
winter, if you happen to pass a large birch, stop toexamine it, and it will repay the time, and provethat trees were meant to please the eye in that as
in the warmer day. The great trunk below-the
subdividing pillars of clear bright white above-the
wonderful ramification of abounding branch, twig,and bud, all arranging themselves as they grow in
a careless gracefulness of forest architecture which
the painter can indeed imitate, but could never
imagine is worth thought and study. The branches
of the weeping birch possess even a more mournful
beauty than that of the weeping willow.

"Where may the grave of that good knight be?
It lies on the slope of the mighty Helvellyn,All underneath a young birch tree."

" Nothing," it is said, "can well be prettier, seenfrom the windows of the drawing-room, than a large
group of trees whose depth and distance is made
up by the deep and heavy masses of the ash, oak,and maple, and the portions nearest to the eye onthe lawn terminated by a few birches, with their
sparting white stems and delicate, airy, drooping
fotiage."

All of these make good timber ; all head out inthe open, or if grown in close plantations will form
tall, straight trunks with small heads. But with
these, as with all trees, it must ever be remembered
that if care be given (as directed elsewhere) theywill grow three times as we/l as without. I saw a
grove of maples at Eastwood this summer, planted
fifty years ago by the employees of an old admiral,
carelessly, and afterwards left to be knocked about
by cattle. They grew-even that is surprising-but they are now only three or four inches through.It cannot be too often repeated that trees will
grow without care, but much more rapidly with it.
We ask the value of a plantation-what money it
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will bring, and whether it will yield returns as wheat
and barley. But consider the many ploughings and
harrowings, the manure, the labor given, while we
give the trees none. But keep the ground around
the trunk shallowly stirred, and notice how soon the
timber will expand-how thick the rings of each
year's growth-what wealth of leaf and branch will
spring above. To this list many more trees might
have been added ; but they will, to a great extent,
be found mentioned in the body of the work by
those who have made their growth the subject of
actual experiment.

I have the pleasure of appending here some notes
on four trees from the well-known pen of W. Saun-
ders, Esq., London, Ont., who says à

" I submit hereto a few notes on some forest
trees, which I believe to be well adapted to the
climate of most parts of Ontario, and which possess
so many points of merit that they deserve to be
better known.

The Norway maple, Acerplatanoides. This is
well entitled to a place in the front rank among
useful and ornamental trees. It is a rapid grower,
making, when well established, from one to two
feet of growth each year, and in the course of ten
years, under favorable circumstances, will attain a
height of from twenty to twenty-five feet. The
Norway maple is a very handsome tree, with a
beautiful round head, clothed with long-stalked
broad leaves, not deeply notched, smooth, and of
fine texture, with a rich, deep, glossy-green color.
This species, in common with most other European
trees, is much more thickly branched than any of
our native maples, and, on this account, furnishes
a more complete shade. It is as early in leaf in
spring as any of the other species of maple, and
retains its foliage a week or two later in the autumn,
enduring such early frosts as wither the foliage of
our native species without being materially affected,
and only losing its leaves after the frosts become
very severe. The bark of both the trunk and
branches is neatly covered with longitudinal lines,
giving it a very pretty appearance when deprived of
its leaves in the winter. I regard this as one of the
most beautiful maples in cultivation, unsurpassed
as an ornamental tree, while its perfect hardiness
suggests its suitability for more extended forest
planting.

The wood is valuable for fuel, also for cabinet
work or building material; it is easily worked, and
takes a fine polish. This tree is found native from
Norway to Switzerland, and was introduced into
Great Britain in 1683, since which period it has
been in constant cultivation there ; it grows from
thirty to sixty feet in height. In Norway and
Sweden sugar is made from the sap of this tree.
A maple so useful and hardy as this deserves to be
extensively planted in Ontario.

The ash-leaved maple, Negundo faxinafolium.
This tree, known also as the Manitoba maple, Box
Eider, and ash-leaved Negundo, is not a true
maple, but is very closely related to that genus.
It is a very rapid growing tree, found native n
many districts in the Northwest, and is said by
botanists to be found from Canada to Carolina.
Professor Macoun, in his recent "Catalogue of
Canadian Plants," says a few trees of this species
are found in the valley of the Humber, near To-
ronto ; also eleven miles up the Kaministiquia
River, west of Lake Superior, and on an island in
the Lake of the Woods. It is abundant.i all the
valleys of the tributaries of the Red River and of
the Saskatchewan coming from the south ; also
abundant on the streams flowing into Lake Win-
nipegosis. There seems to be two varieties of this
tree, a southern and a northern one, the southern
form being a comparatively slow grower and ten-
der, having the leaves of a yellowish tint and more
or less convex on the upper side. The northern
form is extremely hardy, of rapid growth, darker
in foliage, and has the upper side of the leaves
concave. Those who wish to plant this tree
should bear this fact in mind, and procure their
young trees or seeds from a northern source, for
should they obtain the southern instead of the
northern variety disappointment is sure to occur.
This tree is very extensively cultivated in the
Northwest, and is the principal variety planted on
the streets in the towns there. It is not a large
tree, seldom exceeding thirty feet in height, and is
said to reach its full growth in from fifteen to
twenty years. A specimen tree of the northern
form planted by myself six years ago in a rather
poor, sandy soil now covers a space of more than
twenty feet each way, is fifteen or sixteen feet in
height, and has a trunk about eight inches in dia-

meter near the base. It is a very succulent tree,
and in Manitoba is very liable to be attacked by
green-plant lice, which serete a sweet fluid on the
foliage, and this attracts large numbers of flies. I
have not seen any instances of this in Ontario.
From its rapid growth and low stature, and from
the fact that, if permitted, it is low-branched, the
branches almost covering the ground, it is well
adapted for forming shelter belts often so impor-
tant in protecting other more tender trees, crops,
buildings, etc.

The Western Catalpa, Catalpa speciosa. This
species of catalpa is a native of the low lands bor-
dering the lower Ohio and the banks of the Mis-
sissippi in Missouri, Kentucky, and Tennessee.
It is a vigorous and rapid grower, producing large
and handsome foliage and clusters of beautiful
flowers early in June. As an ornamental tree it
has few equals, and, notwithstanding its rapid
growth, it produces timber which, though soft, is
extremely durable, and of the greatest value for
fence posts and railway ties. It has not yet been
extensively tested in Ontario, but wherever it has
been tried it has thus far proved quite hardy.
Having been selected by the directors of the Fruit
Growers' Association of Ontario as one of the trees
to be distributed among the members of the asso-
ciation throughout the province during the coming
spring, it will thus be extensively tested within the
next few years. On my own grounds, near Lon-
don, it has stood the past three winters without
the slightest injury, notwithstanding that on one
occasion during that period the thermometer
reached more than thirty degrees below zero.

The European Larch, Larix Europea. This
tree, so highly valued in Europe, has not yet been
grown to any considerable extent in our province.
A few have been planted here and there for orna-
ment, and a clump of upwards of half an acre has
been planted on the grounds of the Agricultural
College in Guelph for the purpose of testing its
comparative value for forest growth. Trees
planted by myself have grown within five or six
years from two feet to twelve or fourteen feet in
height. In Europe the larch attains, in the
course of fifty years, a height of eighty feet or up-
wards. It will grow rapidly in almost any soil andin
almost any situation, and the wood is very durable
and valuable for many purposes. The tree is very
ornamental in summer, when clothed with its
beautiful pale green foliage, and, since it will grow
freely on poor land, it should be widely tested. A
recent writer has well said, " There are thousands
of acres in Canada which cannot be converted
into arable land, but which, if judiciously planted
with European larch, would soon become most
valuable, and add immensely to the wealth of the
nation."-Forestry Report, 1885.

(H5atbemati'cs.
All communications intended for this department should

be written on one side of the sbeet only, and should be
addressed to the Editor, C. Clarkson, B.A., Beaforth,
Ont.

SOME ASPECTS OF ALGEBRA.*

"Aljebr e al mokabalah," said the professor as
he stepped to the platform. " In other words,
restoration and reduction; this was the original
Arabic phrase to designate the rudimentary science
which has been slowly developed into the modern
science of algebra. The name still carries the
central notion of algebraic science, namely, the
idea of SUBSTITUTION and REDUCTION whereby
we use simple general symbols for the compli-
cated details of an operation ; work with these
symbols, simplify the process a far as possible ;
and finally restore the original values in the re-
duced expression.

" My purpose this morning, my dear disciples, is
to give you two or three illustrations of this great
centralfact, and to exhibit to you the utility of
algebraic processes in reducing the otherwise com-
phcated and unmanageable expressions that con-
stantly present themselves in the practical appli-
cation of mathematics. Let us suppose that the
result of a practical problem involving three quan-
tities, say length, breadth, and thickness, comes
out in the form :

*A lecture by Prof. Mohammed ben Musa, published by per-
mission.

"I. (a - b)4 +(b -c) 4 +(c - a)4, and that we wish
to reduce this to a formula containing second
powers instead ofjourth powers. We will substi-
tutex fora-b, y for b -c, and z for c -a, and en-
deavor to reduce the expression. We see at once
that x+y+z=o, i.e., the sum of a-b, b-c, c-a.
.*. x2 +y 2 +z 2 +2(xy+yz+zx)=o, by simply squar-
ing ; i.e, x2 +y 2 +z 2 

-
2(xy+yz+zx), by transpo-

sition.
.'. (x2 +y 2 +z2)2 =4(xy+yz+zx)

2, by squaring
again; i.e., x 4 +y 4 +z 4 +2(x 2y 2 +y 2 z2 +z2 x 2

=4(x2y2 +y 2zz+Z 2x2)+ 8xyz(x+y+z)
But x+y+z=o, by the original substitution,

hence we get by transposition, since the last term
is=o ;

x4 +y 4 +z 4 =2 (x 2y 2 + y 2z 2 + z2x2) which we
mark (A).

Returning to the preceding statement,
(x2 +y 2+z 2)= - 2(xy+yz+zx), and, squaring in

a slightly different way, we have
(x 2 +y 2 +z 2)2 =4(x2y2 +y 2z2 +z 2x2 )+o, as be-

fore, which we mark (B). Now compare (A) and
(B), and we see that

x 4+y 4 +z 4 = (x 2 + y 2 +z 2)2, an expression con-
taining only second powers. Restore the values
of x, y, and z, and we have

(a-b)4 +(b -c) 4 +(c - a)4=½- (a b) 2 +(b - c) 2

+(c-a)
2 ý2

and thus the reduction is effected.
Suppose, again, that the final expression for the

solidity of an irregular solid comes out in terms of
a, b, and c in the form :

" IL. 8(a+b+c)3 -(a+b) - (b+c)3 - (c+a)3 ,
and we wish to express this in the form of factors
so as to simplify the calculation by means of
logarithms.

Let us substitute x-a+b
y=b+c
z=c+a

x+y+z=2(a+b+c)
(x+y+z)3 =8(a+b+c)a. Thus we get by

our substitution :
(x+y+ z)3 - xa- y3 - z3, which we know is

=3(x+y)(y+ z)(z+x) from the formula
(x+y+z) 3 = x 3 + y3 + z3 + 3(x+ y)(y+ z)(z+ x)
But x+y=a+2b+c, y+z=etc.,z+x=etc. ; and

finally we have the result
3(2a+b+c)(a+2b+c)(a+b+2c).

"To conclude for this morning these illustra-
tions of the utility of algebraic substitution, let us
suppose that a, b, c are the sides of a triangle, and
that the number of cubic feet in an irregular solid
is found by the architect to come out in terms of
the three sides of this triangle. Taking the com-
mon substitution in such cases, he has put 23=a+
b + c, and his result has assumed the form :

" III. (s -a) 3 +(s - b) 3 +(s -c) 3 +3abc. Can he
still further simplify this formula? Let us see.

Substitute still further. Put x = s - a
y=s-b
z=s-c

x+y+z=3s-(a+b+c)

=3s-2s=s (A)
Then we have xa+y 3 +z 3 +3abc for the flrst

expression. (B)
Looking once more at our own substitutions we

see that
x+y=2S -(a+b)=c, from the architect's substi-

tution.
y+z=2S -(b+c)=a, from the architect's substi-

tution.
z+x=2s -(c+a)=b, from the architect's substi-

tution.
.'. 3(x+y)(y+z)(z+x)=3abc, by multiplication.

In this way we come down to the formula from
(B),

x3+y3+ z3+3(x+y)(y+z)(z+x), which we re-
cognize as=(x+y+z)a, and from A, =s3 , which is
plainly a valuable simplification of the architect's
expression, and much easier to calculate in figures.

" Thus, my dear disciples, I have given you a
preliminary glimpse of the great doctrine of substi-
tution and reduction which runs through every
branch of mathematical science. We will resume
the subject at the next lecture."

C. C.
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PROBLEMS FOR SOLUTION.

Sent by P.J.B., Montague Cross, P.E.I.

No. i1. How many feet of i¾ inch flooring are
required for a verandah around the three sides of
a house 40 feet long and 24 feet wide, if the ver-
andah is 8 feet wide ?

No. 12. Find the cost of carpeting a stairway
of 24 steps, each 12 inches wide, and having a rise
of 8 inches, allowing 2 feet extra for the projection
of the steps, the carpet costing $1.25 a yard.

No. 13. Divide the nunber 474 into three parts,
such that three times the first may be equal to five
times the second and to eight times the third.

No. 14. A and B having equal shares of a ship
sell respectively J, ¾, and 1 of their shares to D,
who dies and leaves his share equally among them.
If B's and C's interest in the ship be now worth
$37,300, what is the value of A's share ?

No. 15. If oranges are bought at the rate of 20
for $i, how many must be sold for $28 to gain 40
per cent. ?

No. 16. A man mowing grass walks at the rate
of .35 miles an hour, and in 70 minutes mows a
grass plot of 1o56 square yards ; how broad does
he mow?

No. 17. A and B invest capital in the propor-
tion of 31 to 4. After 5 months A withdraws X of
his capital, and B withdraws q of bis. At the end
of the year they have gained $7o90. Find each
man's share.

No. 18. A owns i of a vessel and B the remain-
der. The vessel is sold, A receiving 6o% of bis
share of the money, and B 20% of bis. B after-
wards received $400 from the purchaser, and the
balance then due was divided equally between A
and B. What was the ship sold for?

No. 19. Find the cost of painting the gable end
of a bouse at 42c. a square yard, the breadth being
27 feet, the distance of the eaves from the ground
33 feet, and the perpendicular height of the roof 12
feet.

No. 20. A can beat B 5 yards in a 1oo-yard
race, and B can beat C by ro yards in a 200-yard
race. By how many yards can A beat C in a 400-
yard race ?

No. 21. A sum of money was divided among
A, B, and C. A received 4 of the sum, B $20 less
than § of what was left, and the remainder, which
was of A's share, was given to C. Find the sum
divided.

No. 22. A man sells a horse, gaining i î per
cent. of the proceeds ; had he received $35 less he
would have lost 95 per cent. of what the horse cost
him, Find the cost and selling price of the horse.

No. 23. The breadth of a room is 16 feet. The
cost of papering the walls at 24c. a square yard is
$2o.16, and the cost of carpeting the floor at $1.25
a square yard is $44.44. Find the height and
length of the room.

No. 24. A and B begin business with capital in
the proportion of 7:8. After 3 monhs they add
respectively to their capital ¾ and # of their former
investments, and at the end of the next 3 months
each withdraws ý of bis capital. At the end of the
year their profits are $1652. How much should
each receive ?

No. 25. I received an 8 per cent. dividend on
Bank Stock, and invested the money in the same
at 8o, my stock having increased to $13750. What
was the amount of my dividend ?

No. 26. A, B, and C are joint owners of a ship;
C's share is valued at $200, A's share is ý of B's,
and the suin of their shares = 9 the value of the
whole ship. Find the value of A's and B's share.

No. 27. A lady, the mother of three daughters,
had a farm of 5oo acres in the form of a circle, with
a residence in the centre. She gave to each of ber
daughters a farm in the form of a circle, with a
residence in the centre of each. How much land
did each daughter get, and how far apart were they?
How much did the lady keep, and how far was
each daughter from ber ?

No. 28. A circular race-course is 22 yards wide,
and bas an area of 12 acres. Find the diameter of
the inner circle.

No. 29. The sides of a triangle are 13, 14, 15
feet. Find the length of the three perpendiculars
from the angles on the opposite sides.

No. 30. Sent by A SUBSCRIBER, Montreal.
A man drives around bis farm at the rate of io

miles an hour, and he takes as many seconds to go
round it as there are acres in the farm. What is
its area ? Of course it is a square farm.

No. 31. Sent by A. B. CHALNIERS, Milverton,
Ont.

If, in a meadow of 20 acres, the grass grows at a
uniform rate, ahd 133 oxen consume the whole of
the grass on it in 13 days, or 28 oxen 5 acres
of it in 16 days, how many oxen can eat up 4 acres
of it mn 14 days ?

No. 32. How many yards of paper, 30 inches
wide, with a pattern every 18 inches, are required
to paper the walls of a room 18 feet long, 12 feet
wide, and io feet high ?

No. 33. A. and B. start together to travel in the
same direction. A. travels at the rate of 7 miles
per hour, and always remains 3 as far ahead of B.
as B. bas travelled. What is B.'s rate of travel-
ling ?

No. 34. Sent by MARTHA MILLER (no address
given).

A merchant, after reducing the marked price of
an article by three successive equal rates of dis-
count, sold for $21.87, the marked price being $30.
What was the rate of discount ?

No. 35. Sent by a CONSTANT READER, Tread-
well, Ont.

On a mortgage for $3750, dated May 16th, 1887,
and bearing interest @ 6%, there were paid May
16th, 1888, $350; Sept. 18th, 1888, $280; Jan.
22nd, 1889, $750; May 16th, 1889, $925; Oct.
31st, 1889, $500. What sum was due on the mort-
gage on Jan. 2nd, 1890?

No. 36. On Sept. 19th, a commission merchant
received a consignment of 600 bbls. of apples. He
sold 120 bbls. @ $2.25 on Sept. 24th ; 75 bbls. @
$2.30 on Sept. 27th ; i5o bbls. @ $2.40 on Oct. 7th;
150 bbls. @ $2.35 on Oct. 22nd ; and the balance
@ $2.20 on Nov. 18th. Find the equated date of
the total sales.

No. 37. Sent by ELIZA RIDLEY, South Moun.
tain, Ont.

The difference in area between a square in-
scribed in a circle and one circumscribed about a
circle is i îo square yards. Find area of circle.

No. 38. Sent by E.J.D., Glanford, Ont.
The hour, minute, and second hands of a clock

revolve around the same centre. When first after
12 o'clock will the minute hand be midway between
the other two ?

No. 39. Sent by W. E. MONTGOMERY, Bel-
more, Ont.

The parallel sides of a trapezoid are respectively
27 feet and 35 feet long, and the non-parallel sides
are respectively 18 feet 7 inches and 23 feet i i
inches long. The latter sides are produced to
meet. Find the respective lengths of the produced
sides between the point of meeting and the shorter
of the parallel sides of the trapezoid.

No. 40. A lawn in the shape of an ellipse, the
length of whose axes are 98 feet and 58 feet, is
surrounded by a walk two yards wide. Find the
area of the walk. 1o6. A cylinduîcal iron tank 20
feet long and 4 feet 6 inches in diameter was
placed horizontally'on a flat car and filled with oil
at Petrolia. When it arrived at Toronto it was
found, upon being dipped from the top, to be 10
inches to the surface of the oil. What was the
wantage in gallons ?

No. 41. Sent by J. WIDDIS, St. Paul's.
A man bas $9ooo invested in a 4 % stock @ 90,

and $2ooo invested in a 5% stock @ 125; he trans-
fers from the latter to the former a sun sufficient to
make the income from the different stocks the saine.
What is the amount of money transferred ?

No. 42. What must be the price of consolg in
order that after deducting an income tax of 2% an
investor may make 31% on bis money, the consols
paying 3% ?

No. 43. Sent by A. H. NEVILLS, Mapleton,
Ont.

How would you prove to a class that one square
rod contains 301 square yards?

No. 44. Factor: a 3 b6 + io8a0
b - 243asb 9

.

No. 45. From two given points on the same
side of a given straight line, show how to draw two

straight lines, which shall meet at a point in the
given straight line and make equal angles with it.
Prove by not using any proposition after fifteenth.

No. 46. Proposed by S.H.C., Renfrew, Ont.
The parallel chords of a circular zone are 12 and

16, and its breadth 14. What is the diameter of
the circle ? No. 8o. The diameter of a circle is
130 feet ; the breadth of a zone is 64 feet; and one
of the parallel chords 120 feet. Find tl e other.
H.S.A., p. 198, No. 47.

No. 47. The radius of a circle is 12 feet ; two
parallel chords are drawn on opposite sides of the
centre, one subtending at the centre an angle of
6o°, and the oter an angle of 9o. Find the area
of the zone between the chords. Same exercise.
No. 146.

No. 48. The area of a sector is 90 square feet
the radius of the circle is 15 feet. No. 163, p. 207.
Find the arc of the sector. Same exercise.

No. 49. A., B., and C. entered into partnership,
contributing respectively $3500, $2200, $2500;
their gains were $1120, $88o, and $1200 respec-tively. If B.'s capital was in trade 2 months longer
than A.'s, for what time was each man's money inthe business ? No. Io, p. 189.

No. 5o. How long would it take to plough 7acres 96 square rods, the horses travelling 2f miles
per hour, and the furrow averaging 9ý inches wide ?
P.S.A., No. 55, p. 148.

No. 51. Sent by A.B., Algoma.
On counting out the marbles in a bag by 20 at a

time, or by 24, or by 30, there are always 15marbles left ; but on counting them out by 25 at atime there are none left. What is the least num-
ber of marbles there can be in the bag ?

No. 52. 480 grains is called a troy ounce. Find
the least number of ounces (troy) that will weigh
an exact number of pounds (avoirdupois).

NOTE.-The solutions to these problems will be
given as fast as our space and- the energy of our
contributors will permit. Meantime we advise all
interested to file this copy of THE JOURNAL for
future reference.

ibints anb lbelps.
WHAT I SAW IN SCHOOLS.

I.

BY VISITOR.

A short time ago, while visiting a friend in
Western Ontario, the county Public School Inspec-
tor chanced to stay over night with mine host. As
he was a man who had the welfare of his schools
at heart, the conversation during the evening
naturally turned towards educational matters.
Without going into details, the writer was invited
by the inspector to spenl a few days with him in
actual school visiting. This was readily agreed to,
and it is my purpose to give your readers, from time
to time, some inklings of what I saw during those
days, and during other visits more recently made
with the same inspector. As nothing would be
gained by the disclosure of my personal identity, I
shall subscribe myself simply

VISITOR.

I.-THE TEACHER'S DESK.

The first school visited was in charge of a young
man who had several years' experience in teaching,
and who had "gained a considerable reputation
for efficiency and discipline." We were given
chairs on the platform. As soon as the inspector
began bis examination, my attention was drawn to
the teacher's desk, and this is what I saw : On the
right were arranged, in delightful irregularity, three
chalk-boxes without lids-one just opened and full
of ordinary crayon ; the second half full of small
pieces of chalk nearly smothered in dirty chalk-
dust ; 'the third almost full of odds and ends-
broken pens and pen-holders, pieces of paper,
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wood, and pencil ; a sleigh bell, a broken knife,
several old nails, and other such articles, many of
which were evidently confiscations from the ever
prolific pocket of the schoolboy. Further back was

a large school dictionary with torn covers, upon
whichwere carelessly piledafewsoiledand crumpled

copies of some school journal. On top of these, as
if to set off the pile, was the school bell. On the

left was a box of cubes, solids, etc., often seen in

schools, and a large number of the teacher's books,
aIl thrown together in that promiscuous fashion

which proved the teacher's mind tqo great, or his

thoughts too lofty, to care for such a small matter

as orderliness. Behind these were piled, in more

or less confusion, the pupils' writing books. Between

these two main rows-one at each end of the desk

-were seen an ink bottle, a pen, two pointers, a
rubber strap, about a dozen examination scribblers,
an ill-kept register, and other scraps, aIl mixed

without any regard to symmetry, order, or classifi-

cation. This was the picture.
For the sake of contrast, permit another picture,

seen a few days later in a school taught by a lady,
yet apparently in ber teens. The same kind of

desk is before me, and about the same number of

articles are upon it. The strap is absent. The

pointers also are in a corner with the maps. The

teacher's books are neatly arranged, so that any one

may be picked out instantly. The pupils' books

are aIl squarely built up by themselves according
to kind. The arrangement and neatness of every-

thing gives evidence of a refined taste and a cultured

mind.
Now, dear teacher, look at your desk. Which

picture does it most resemble ? If not like the

second, why not? Do you consider such small

matters beneath your notice ? If you do, let me

say frankly that your God-given place is not the

schoolroom.
It is commonly said that a person's character

can be determined by phrenology, physiognomy,
palmistry, carriage, gait, mode of dressing, etc.
This is largely true, and as true of teachers as of

others. It is no less true that the personal appear-
ance of the teacher, the condition of his apparel,
the manner in which he keeps his movable effects,
and the general condition of his surroundings-at
least those surroundings which are dependent for

their proper adjustment upon himself, are so many

finger posts pointing through his habits to his real

character. If the teacher is disorderly in these

things, there is a lack somewhere in his make-up.
As the external is but a picture of the internal, so

these outward physical habits of a teacher are the

visible expression of his mental habits. If this is

true, what a curious commentary on the furniture

of a teacher's mind is the condition of his school

desk. What a contrast between the two desks

above described ! The contrast between the two

teachers is equally strong. One was orderly, the
other disorderly ; in teaching, the one had a plan,

and was a law unto herself, the other followed no

plan, recognized no law ; the questions of the one

were pointed, and followed one another in logical
order, those of the other were pointless, and with-

out logical sequence. The blackboard work of

the one was a model of neatness, that of the other

was without form, and hopelessly mixed. The con-

trast might be continued through the answering of

the pupils, the routine work, the general condition

of the schoolroom as to cleanliness, etc., always
with the same result.

It is unnecessary to say more. If the external

is but the expression of the interna, and few will

deny it, the teacher's untidy desk and schoolroom

may safely be taken as significant of his unfitness

for his responsible position. His thinking will be

loose, and his teaching must; of necessity, lack that
unity-that orderly presentation of related ideas or
facts which is necessary to true mental growth. Is
it too much, therefore, to say that, no matter how
genial or how popular such a teacher may be, he
is, nevertheless, a poor teacher ? He is not a " fit
and proper person " to entrust with the education
of a human soul. Teacher, is your desk or school-
room untidy ?

THE STUDENT WHO WINS.

Is a plodder.
Has high ideals.
Is always on time.
Is frank and manly.
Does not know it ail.
Takes plenty of sleep.
Lays broad foundations.
Is thoroughly in earnest.
Is loyal to his instructors.
Believes in the golden rule.
Does his level best every day.
Is not in too much of a hurry.
Plans his work and works his plan.
Takes a due measure of physical exercise.
Is willing to have his weak spots pointed out.
Is patient in the presence of the greatest diffi-

culties.
Does not allow his mind to be filled with athletic

nonsense.
Does not allow social life to encroach upon study

hours.
Is the staunch friend of every fellow who is hav-

ing an uphill fight.
Has definite aims, and works steadily toward

their attainment.
-EOworth Rerald.

ZcboolURoom ffl0etbobs
LANGUAGE LESSON.

i. Fill the blanks with the proper form of Louis,
Mr. Ross,fly, week, and sparrow.

- mother has no one else to send.
- horse was frightened by the music.
Ail - wings are transparent.
At the close of ten - work vacation begins.
The boys had found some - nests near the

ball grounds.
2. Fill the blanks with the proper forn of water,

waves, and /rincess.
The boat was drawn to the - edge.
You noisy - roll higher up the strand.
" We do not dare," the - reply.
What was the - reply?
She was dressed like an Indian -.
The - dress was of deer-skin.
3. Which of the sentences above is a command ?

Which is a question? Which contains a quota-
tion ?

4. Fill the blanks with some form of do, go, come,
and choose.

He - his work, and - to school early.
If he had - to play, he could not have -

so soon.

Has the teacher - ?
Have you - a good subject for your com-

position ?
The above exercise was given as a written

examination to test the pupils in their knowledge
oflanguage as far as they had been taught. On
reading their papers it was found that many had
failed to use their common sense, and some did
not know the proper forms of the words. Such
sentences as follow were found on several papers :
" Mr. horse was frightened by the music." " The
Indian dress was of deer-skin." Remember the
word " Indian " is not one of those from which
they were to choose. "AIl sparrows wings are
transparent." By questioning afterwards, it was
found that only one pupil in the class knew what
transfarent means. Common sense would have
said, " Don't use a word that means nothing to
you."

But some one says, "You cannot expect children
of this grade to have as much judgment as you
suggest." Proper teaching will give them this
power to judge. The examination surprised the
teacher, and the papers were handed to the chil-

dren, and a lesson, substantially as follows, was
given :

Teacher-In the first sentence, whose mother is
meant ?

Pupils-Louis's mother (orally).
Teacher-Why not Mr. Ross's mother?
Pupils--Because Mr. Ross is a man, and his

mother would not send him on an errand.
Teacher-Spell the form of Louis that you read.
Pupils-Louis's.
Teacher-What does it mean ?
PuPils-It means one, and shows ownership.
Teacher-Who most likely owned the horse, the

boy or the man?
Pupils-The man.
Teacher-Mary, what will you put in the next

sentence ?
Mary-Mr. Ross's.
Teacher-Spell it, Mary. Mr period, capital R-

o-double s, apostrophe-s.
Teacher-Why not put Mr. alone ?
Pupils-Because it don't make no sense.
Teacher-Because it doesn't make any sense.

What does transparent mean?
Pupils looked blank. Finally one little fellow in

the back part of the room put up his hand rather
hesitatingly, and the teacher said, "Well,
Tommie ?"

Tommie-What you can see through.
Teacher-Tommie is right. Anything that we

can see through is transparent. Name something
that is transparent.

Pupils (looking at the windows).
Teacher-Class.
PuÉils-Glass.
Teacher-How many of you have looked at a

sparrow's wing ? at a fly's wing? (nearly ail had).
Which one can you see through ? Class.

Pupils-The fly's wings.
Teacher-Which of the words must we take to

fill the blank ? Class.
Class-Fly.
Teacher-What must the form that we use mean?

Susie.
Susie-It must mean more than one.
Teacher-How do you know ?
Susie-Because the word all means more than

one fly.
Teacher-What else must it mean ?
Pupils-It must mean ownership.
Teacher-Write on the board the form that

means more than one.
Pupils-Flies.
Teacher-What must we do to make it show

ownership?
Puj6ils-We must add'an apostrophe.
Teacher--Yes. Add it.
This is slow work, but it is good work. The

pupil have been led to think about the things that
he must think about to properly fil1 the blanks
given. This kind of work wili teach him to use
his common sense.

The third sentence is faulty, because it contains
a word that was not in their vocabulary. They
should not have undertaken to fill the blank at ail.
It was a mere guess on their part.

There is material enough in this set of questions
for another lesson of this sort, but not half enough
in the whole set for one guess lesson.-From The
indiana Schooljournal.

THE SPIRIT OF THE TEACHER.

"As is the teacher, so is the school "-a maxim
trite, but forever true. As is the teacher's interest
in a given subject, so is the interest of the pupil,
and so the strictly ethical effects. One of the sad-
dest sights on earth is a half-dead teacher, work-
ing upon a half-dead class, the product of his own
handicraft, as, on the other hand, one of the
most beautiful is the inspiring teacher, before a
class made sharers of his own spirit, throbbing
with a certain newness of life and sense of growing
power. I have seen the mere Gerund-grinder,
or numerical Babbage machine, monotonously
laboring at a creaking crank, and turning out me-
chanisms the image of himself, and I have seen,
too, the Artist teacher, a happy union of cultured
brain and loving heart, working even upon the
inert product of t4e spiritless tradesman with re-
sults typified in the dream-vision of the prophet.
" What a marvellous change! How soon is there
a shaking of the dry bones, a movement of flesh
and sinews and covering skin, and a soul created
under the ribs of death 1 "-J. A. MacLellan.
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I1rîmarq Iecpartnient.
SPRING.

RHODA LEE.

Of all the seasons of the year spring is
undoubtedly the most interesting, al-
though, we must admit, presenting most
drawbacks to teaching. These bright,
joyous mornings seem so full of life and
beauty that we cannot help feeling, at
times, the duties of the schoolroom to be
slightly irksone. Then, too, there is
generally a lassitude and listlessness
among the children, and, perhaps, in our-
selves, with which we have constantly to
combat. But, fortunately, the especial
nterest of the season need not be shut out

from the schoolroom, but may be wel-
comed within at every opportunity, to give
the necessary impetus to otherwise some-
what spiritless work.

Have some little talks with the children
on the awaking of nature ; the hibernat-
ing animals, the earth and its seedlings,
the trees with their waiting buds, the mi-
gratory birds, the swollen streams, the
increasing length of day. These and
other like subjects afford us material
for all-day talks ; but, of course, too much
time can not be given to it. We can,
however, make use of the spare minutes,
recreation periods, stormy recesses, and
other such times.

Then I would again suggest a " Spring
Record." Reserve a portion of the board
on which to place facts such as the fol-
lowing : When the maple trees were tap-
ped; when the first robin was heard and
seen; when the first Bock of crows was
observed ; the first mayflower; when the
chestnut þuds became shiny, and when
they burst ; when the first dandelion was
seen ; etc., etc. As the wild flowers come
make room on the record for a drawing
of the leaf and flower, in addition to date
of finding. As these flowers becorme plen-
tiful take them for observation lessons,
and have every child make his own draw-
ing. The children, last spring, were so
interested in the Record that they asked
permission to copy it into the back page
of their exercise books, that they might
have it for comparison with that of the
following year.

Seed germination is always an interest-
ing process, and one that can be easily
observed in the schoolroom. One of the
most satisfactory methods consists in ty-
ing a piece of coarse white net over a
glass tumbler. On the netting the seeds
are placed and water poured into the
glass so that it just touches the seeds.
The roots find their way down through
the course canvas, and thus the whole
growth of the plant may be seen. Flax-
seed placed on a moist sponge is an inter-
esting thing to watch, and is likewise
quite ornamental but cannot be kept very
long.

When the buds of the fruit trees are
beginning to burst, cut off two or three
small branch'es, bring then. in and place
in tepid water in a warm part of the
room. They will, of course, make rapid
strides and be in full bloom some time
before the trees outside.

A window-box may easily be made and
seeds planted early enough to have quite
a garden before the end of June.

Spelling and language lessons may be
based on work relating to spring, as also
the reading lessons and stories for repro-
duction. Nor must we forget the spring
songs. There are so many beautiful ones
that we may teach our children; they are
a positive pleasure to both teacher and
pupils. Let us limit to the number, but
teach as many as you can find time for.
And let me urge the real teaching of the
songs. Be sure that the children sing
with the understanding, appreciating the
true meaning and beauty of the thought.
Time is well spent that is devoted to
teaching children to love and reverence
nature, opening their eyes to beauties
which,though unseen,lie so close at hand.

PHONIC READING.

RHODA LEE.

In a letter which appeared in a recent
number of THE JOURNAL, the writer, who
no doubt has given considerable thought
and attention to the subject of reading,
makes a statement to the effect that there
are two systems of phonic teaching, dis-
tinctly different in principle and method.
With this I cannot agree. Mr. Houston
also claims for his system sole right to
the Analytic process. This is a mistake.
We use it constantly, although synthesis
in the methods I advocate, as I presume
in the other, also constitutes by far the
greater part of the system. Every word
given the child to read undergoes an
analysis before the sounds can be com-
bined to form the word. As a matter of
fact, these two processes are so inter-
woven that they scarcely admit of separa-
tion.

The system to which Mr. Houston
refers I have always considered a mixture
of word and phonic, the latter, of course,
predominating. I hope I nay be par-
doned if I misinterpret the method in
question, but, so far as I understand, it
consists in teaching first a list of key-
words, which are dissected in order to
obtain the various sounds ; after this fol-
lows the ordinary sound-combining, word-
building, etc. We do not consider this
laborious teaching of words to be neces-
sary. Instead we begin with a couple of
simple sounds, such as those produced
by m and a, combining them at once to
form the most familiar word in the child
vocabulary. That the teaching of these
simple sounds is any more " dogmatic "
than the rote-work involved in impressing
a list of words, I cannot admit.

Let me outline once more one of our
methods of introducing a new sound. ar,
e, and o, being words already familiar to
the children, we wish to introduce i.

Teacher asks the class to writepat, next
pet, next pot. After these words have been
written and examined, the children are
cautioned to be careful of the word now
to be given. The teacher enunciates
the word pit very distinctly. The children
try to write it, but after the first sound
stop ; the next sound is unfamiliar. The
teacher then asks them to tell her the first

sound, and places it Dn the blackboard,
then the last,

P-t.
She next asks the children to separate

(analyze) the sounds of the word; second
sound is given, viz., i. " Now," she says,
"I will show you the little letter that says
'i,'" placing it between the two familiar
letters the word stands complete.

pit.
Following this the teacher gives a series

of words (orally) that the children separ-
ate or arrange into the distinct sounds.
The teacher gives the word as a whole
class analyze.

Teacher: fil.
Class: f-i-i.
Teacher: fist.
Class : f-i-s-t.

The teacher then gives the sounds, and
class recognize the word as a whole.

Teacher : i-i-f-t.
Class : lift.
Teacher: g-i-i-t.
Class: gilt. etc.

After considerable practice has been
given in the above processes words are
dictated, and various exercises in sight
reading given.

In closing let me express the hope that
the above illustration will suffice to show
that the analytic process is not absent in
the methods we use, that the sounds are
not dogmatically given, and that the chil-
dren are trained to think and work for
themselves from the beginning.

I do pot wish to disparage the method
Mr. Houston advocates. Far from it. I
do not consider it, strictly speaking, a
phonic system, but after the word-teach-
ing is dispensed with, I fancy we proceed
on very similar lines. The results in
what I have called, and continue to cal],
the phonic system, are in my experience
unequalled, but we are sure Mr. Houston
must have met with no small measure of
success in his methods, else he would not
adhere to them. Our object in thus
writing is, not to find fault with these, but
merely to prevent any confusion of ideas
that might arise from a perusal of his
letter.

STORIES FOR REPRODUCTION.

I.
THE BAG-PIPER AND THE WOLF.

A Scotch bag-piper crossing the moun-
tains of Ulster was one evening met by
a starving Irish wolf. In his distress the
poor chap could think of nothing better
than to open his wallet and try the effect
of his provisions; he did so, and the wild
beast swallowed all that was thrown to it
with ravenousness. The whole stock of
food was, of course, soon spent, and now
the man's only recourse was to the virtues
of his bag-pipe; which the wolf no sooner
heard than it fled to the mountains with
great haste. The poor piper could not
fully enjoy his deliverance; with an angry
look at parting he shook his head saying,
"Ah, are these your tricks ? If I'd known
your humor, you would have had your
song before your supper."
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II.
A LESSON GIVEN TO SWIFT.

A friend of Dean Swift one day sent
him a turbot as a present by a servant
who had oft been on similar errands, but
had never got the slightest mark of the
Dean's open-handedness. Having been
let in he opened the doar of the study and,
abruptly putting down the fish, cried very
rudely: "My master has sent you this
fish." "Heyday, young man! said the
Dean, rising, "is that the way you give
your message ? Let nie teach you better
manners. Sit down in my chair; we will
change situations, and l'Il show you how
to behave henceforth." The boy sat
down, and the Dean, having first gone to
the door, came up to the table with a
respectful pace, and making a low bow
said : " Sir, my master sends his kind
greetings, hoping your reverence is well,
and begs you to honor him by accepting
this turbot." " Does he ? " said the boy.
" Here, John (ringing), take this honest
lad down into the kitchen and give him
as much as he can eat and drink, then
send him to me and l'Il give him a
crown."

CLASS RECITATIONS.

RAIN DROPS.

Some little drops of water,
Whose home was in the sea,

To go upon a journey
Once happened to agree.

A cloud they had for carriage,
They drove a playful breeze,

And over town and country
They rode along with ease.

But these were so many,
At last the carriage broke

And to the ground came tumbling
These frightened little folk.

Through the moss and grasses,
They were compelled to roam,

Until a brooklet found them,
And carried them all home.

LANGUAGE LESSONS.

(i) Write the names of:
i. Ten kinds of vegetables.
2. Five kinds of grain.
3. Eight kinds of metal.
4. Ten wild animals.
5. Five kinds of fish.

(2) Write ten words, each one endng
in ing.

(3) Write the following adjectives in a
column, and after each write a word mean-
ing the opposite :

thick, late, deep,
soft, wide, sharp,
Cool, fast, even
right, smootb, large,
high, old, broad,

(4) Change these sentences to express
past time :

I. I lay the book on the desk.
2. We lie down to sleep.
3. The mason lays the bricks.

4. The cows lie in the shade.
5. The old man lies on the floor.

-Journal of Education.

corresponb'cuce.
"X.Y.Z." AND THE UNIVERSITY

TROUBLE.

To the Editor of THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL:

SIR,-I have no desire to be drawn into contro-
versy with any one in regard to the University
trouble, but 1 feel like asking you for space ta pro-
test against the article in vour last issue signed
x.Y .z.

- arn sorry to think that any honor graduate of
the University would write such an article.
"Strong and trenchant" it may be, but fair and
manly it certainly is not ; and in view of the gen-
eral character of its contents-the insinuation
against the honor of the Chancellor, the attempts
ta belittie the character of the men who signed
Prof. Wrong's testimonials (" good-natured Prof.
Ashley would give a testimonial to a dog, or a
stranger"); and the cool assumption that Prof.
Dale "lreflected only an one professor," and that
"he was dismissed for telling unpalatable truths"-
I do not wonder that the writer hesitated to take
the responsibility of bis article, and took shelter
under the signature X.Y.Z.

For mny awn part,- 1 have a very higb opinion of
Prof. Dale's schoiarship, abiiity, and success as a
teacher, and personal character and influence, and
a warm liking for him as a co-worker and a friend
I have, moreover, a very decided belief that the
systemn of making appointments ta the teaching
staff of the University and Clege is fot a satisfac-
tory one, and that the students have real griev-
ances calling for investigation and redress. For
all that, I cannot see how the Government could
help taking action in regard to bis letter, tbough,
perhaps, as you say, it would have been better to
suspend him until a commission had investigated
and reported.

Trusting that good may yet come out of the
present evils,

H. I. STRANG.
Goderich, March 11, 1895.

To the Editor of THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL:

SIR,-Kindly allow me to make a few remarks
upon the reply of M.A.S. to my letter of February
2nd.

M.A.S. admits her lack of knowledge of Toronto
schools, and discusses my opinions as though I
referred to women teachers generally, whereas I
spoke simply of city teachers. Not that there is
any difference in the teachers, but I do claim that
there is a difference in the pupils of the city and
country schools, that makes a change in system
much to be desired.

With regard to the method pursued by M.A.S.
in securing obedience in rural schools, I beartily
endorse every part of it. But if M.A.S. were deal-
ing with some classes in city schools, it would be
found that something more than " Boys, I wish
you to do rîght " is necessary in order to secure
proper control.

That better results can be produced by employ-
ing male teachers in the higher classes is not only
my opinion, but also that of most parents of the
city and of the majority of the Toronto Public
School Board, for the latter have recently replaced
fifteen or more women by the same number of
men. If they did not think the change to be an
improvement, would they have made it ?

But that which seems to have given the most
annoyance is my assertion that many of the boys
lacked manliness of character, and that many ofthe
teachers lacked grit and backbone. I simply
meant that I thought many of the teachers had
not that quality necessary in every good teacher,
but especially in teachers undertaktng the educa-
tion of a class of city boys, the power of control-
ling others.

Toward the close M.A.S. says her choice of a
teacher would be one of these women and not "a
man who is lacking in the very first element of
strong, manly character, namely, the disposition to
think and speak highly of woman." I think I am
justified in thinking that I am "the man " to whom
M.A.S. refers.

If for pointing out what I believe to be a defect
in Toronto's school system, 1 deserve to be thus
characterized, then I am totally ignorant of all that
is just and fair. That the city teachers are a pure,

oble, womanly band, with the best of intentions, no
ne can deny, and as far as I can see nothing was
id by me that should bear a different construc-
on.
Thanking you for this valuable space,

I remain yours respectfully,
W. H. GRANT.

Kettleby, March 23rd, 1895.

VOULD TWENTY-ONE BE A WISE AGE?

o the Editor of THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL.

SIR,-The age of admission to the teaching pro-
fession bas been frequently touched on in THE
OURNAL, and lately by " Four-year-old " and
M.A.S." Neither of these writers seems to me to

be quite right. IlFour-year-oid " would like to

top all from enterinog the profession who do not
mean to stay in it. Now, if the age were raised to
wenty-one, few men would waste time by waiting
to teach, to raise funds for further advancement.
It would, too, in many cases, stop men froin enter-
.ng the profession at ail, who would enter and stay

if the age were as now. For a youth with a fair
chance can, in this live age, have obtained a
Junior Leaving, or even a Senior Leaving certifi-
cate, by the age of 18 or 19 at furthest, and will
in the great majority of cases have exhausted his
funds, and must, therefore, look for other employ-

ment for the next two or three years, which em-
ployment will in nowise compensate him for the
time he is wasting waiting for the hour to com-
mence teaching, or pay him for the time he spent
acquiring the certificate. Probably, too, he will
have lost the desire to teach, and have become
attached to his present pursuit. Again, few lads
who have spent their time thus far in obtaining a
certificate can find other emplovment, for they
usually cannot do any kind of work. Also men
who now use teaching as a stepping stone to other
professions would not be as well fitted for them if
they could not teach for a time.

Then for these reasons many a good man would
be lost, and the great mass who now set before
them teaching as their goal (at first at least) would
not strive to get an education, as they could not
afford to wait to twenty-one for the honor of being
allowed to keep a school. They would not even
enter our Collegiate Institute or High School, but
seek employment that would bring reward quicker.
All are after the almighty dollar-without it you
die, with it you live ; so it is easily seen we must
do or die.

Now here comes the question, Is it better to
sacrifice the mass to the fortunate few ? If we
look upon the nations of the earth to-day we see
those who have the mass fairly educated have the
most comfort, the largest amount of contentment,
and the greatest happiness. Again, let us look at
the nobility of the world. We find their offspring
to have finer instincts, gentler natures, purer
minds, and greater intellects, than those of the
less educated. Then if we are to make this a
great and truly prosperous nation, we must edu.
cate the mass that they mnay endow their offspring
with greater brain power.

As to eighteen-year-olds being competent-as
"M.A.S." thinks-to train children mentally, mor-
ally, and physically, I have but little to say, save
that I have not the slightest doubt that one youth
in fifty may be fairly competent, and possibly
twenty-five damsels in fifty. And it may be easily
seen by looking around that much older and more
mature minds are utterly unfit, in the majority of
cases, to train a child. I allow women the greater
competency, because their minds mature eariîer
than men's.

So far I have scarcely mentioned women. For
if we raise the age to twenty-one, girls would not
think of putting forth an effort to acquire a certifi-
cate that is of no use to thern for two or three
years, and then but for a year o'r two at most, and
in many cases they would never require to use it.
Moreover, their fathers would reason something
like this : "There is no use in sending her to school,
she will never make any use of it. Why, she'll be
in her own house before her certificate would be
any use." "Further,"I cannot afford to spendmoney
on her for another, for she will never be able to
give me one cent in return for what I spent on
her." There would be exceptions to this, I know ;
but, on the whole, we should lose many an edu-
cated woman which no nation can afford.
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In regard td salary, I can but say it is one of themosî serions drawbacks 10 the profession.
This is not written for criticism, but in hope that

it may help to a clearer decision on this subject.
J. W. D.

WENTWORTH TEACHERS'
ASSOCIATION.

To the Editor of THE EoUCATIONAL JOURNAL.
DEAR SIR,-Enclosed please find copy of report

of Commiîîee appointed by the Wenîworth Teacb-ers' Association 10 consider the Enîrance examina-
tion papers for 1894. It is our intention to try to
secure the adoption of this report by the public
school section of the Ontario Educational Associa-
tion at its next session.

Yours truly,
A. BAYNTON.

Waterdown, March 18th, 1895.
Officers and Members of the Wentworth Teachers'

Association:
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, - Your committee

beg leave to report that, in accordance with your
instructions, they have given very careful consid-
eration to the various papers set at the Entrance
examination in June, 1894, and have determined to
suggest regarding the undermentioned papers, as
follows :

ARITHMETIC.
(a) That the paper should consist of ten ques-tions, valued ten marks each.
(b) That the marks be apportioned as follows

(i) To technical terms-ten per cent. of
total marks.

(2) To accuracy of integral and fractional
operations-twenty per cent.

(3) To measurements-thirty per cent.
(4) To commercial arithmetic-forty per

cent.
(c) That no choice of questions should be al-

lowed-thus avoiding the explanatory note at thebead of the paper.
(d) That examiners be directed to give full marksto questions answered to the nearest cent in com-mercial arithmetic.

DRAWING.
(a) That the free use of instruments in bookwork

and at the examination be allowed.
(b) That the paper should always contain a test

of freehand drawing.
The Committee were of opinion that the 1894

drawing papers might be taken for a model, were
it not for the note at the head of it.

GRAMMAR.
That marks be apportioned as follows :

Analysis, 40. Parsing, 30. Inflection, 15.
Correction of errors, 15.

WRITING.

(a) That there sbould be no questions on princi-
ples of writng until some well-defined system of
principles is authorized to be taught in our public
schools.

(b) That the paper of 1894 contains too muchwork for the time allowed.

GEOGRAPHY.

(a) That in question 5 (a) the words "and withAusîralia » be struck out.
(b) That the paper sbould contain more work on

Canada.
(c) That it should contain a test on map-drawing.
(d) That the language should be more definite.Sec questions 4 and 6.

HISTORY.
That the Committee strongly approve of theapportionment giving two-thirds ofthe- marks toCanadian history.

LITERATURE.

(a) That question (4) in A be struck out.
(b) That more care be exercised in the selectior.

of the italicized portions.
(c) That questions like (4) in B are desirable aslong as too difficult work is avoided.
(d) That at least fifteen marks should be allowed

for memorization.
W. F. MOORE, Dundas,

Chairman of Committee.
A. BAYNTON,lWaterdown,

Secretary of committee.

THE WATERLOO RESOLUTIONS.

To the Editor of THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL:

SIR,-Some time ago I made a brief reference
to resolutions passed by the Waterloo Teachers'
Association. I admitted the zeal of the advocates
of such radical measures, but questioned their hon-
esty of purpose and good judgment. I failed to
see one redeeming feature in the resolutions, be-
lieving, as I do, that we should advocate that
which is right rather than yield to the folly of
doing evil that good may come. At tbat lime Iconcluded that the noisy element, "the grassbop-
pers of the field," were alone responsible for the
measures advocated, and yet, notwithstanding the
claims of " A.B.C.," I see no reason to change nyviews. I am charged with being uncharitable in
my criticisms, and not prepared to see the evils
proposed to be allayed. I certainly fail to see a
"collected, unified body, struggling to make their
influence felt in the government of the country,"
for I know of no state in the universe where educa-
tional affairs are more at the disposal of the mem-
bers of the teaching profession than in Ontario. I
fail to see any indications of the " fallaciousness of
the system" appearing, and conclude that such
pictures exist only in imagination. But, admitted
that I could see the situation from such a faise
position, to apply the remedy proposed would to
me be indicative of about the same amount of good
sense as to conclude to swallow a dose of poison
for the relief of a slight beadache.

If" A.B.C." would just for a short time look at
educational affairs in Ontario from an independent
position, he would fail to see the "mass of the
teachers protesting against an outrageous and
vicious system." He would be able to see the
many good features of an ideal system beingmoulded to a great extent by the teachers them-
selves. Shakespeare wrote much, but in all
cleverly concealed his own personality. How un-
like the great bard is "A.B.C.," who, in a few sen-
tences, gives us a view of his whole bent of mind
Would it not be well for our brother, in the face of
indications, to reflect that, after all, he might be
viewing the situation through stained windows,
and thus be misled ? We never attempted to be-
little scientific training, nor do we believe that the
educational system of the province is perfection,
but who to hold responsible for seeming defects,
and how to remedy them, are problems that should
be faced in a spirit far different from that mani-
fested by "A.B.C,,

Is it right for us, who are now teaching, to ask
the government to give us a monopoly of the pro-fession ? Is it charitable for us to call those " ad-
ventures " who have spent years in careful pre-
paration in our Public, High, and Model Schools,
simply because we have travelled the road a few
years in advance of them ? Is it right to deny
young men and women the privilege, after such
preparation, of entering the profession until theyhave reached the age of twenty-one, simply tocreate a scarcity of teachers, and thus raise the
salaries? Is it wise to demand an extension of the
Model and Normal terms in the face of the fact
that the terms are now long enough to accomplish
sufficient work, under proper conditions ? Is it
wise to attempt to build up the profession from
withoud? These are some of the many questions
that sbould be considered by us before endorsing
such radical measures.

"A.B.C." is evidently very imperfectly qualified
to read the signs of the times, or he would be able
o seec thas the leaders of thought in the Methodist

conferences, etc., are imbued with the idea thatmatter is more important than method-that a
knowledge of the principles that underlie all true
education are more easily obtained than the means
with which to apply them.

.It being true that what we know thoroughly wecannot help but teach, it follows that any change tobe effected should be in the direction ofmaking thefuture teacher's course more thorough,rnot more
extensive. Teachers should be compelled to edu-
cate, not cram, by allowing the courses to remainas they are, and raising the percentages requiredfor a pass. If candidates for teachers' certificates
were required to evince, upon examinations, sucha thorough knowledge of the Entrance, PublicSchool Leaving, and Primary courses as to be ableto take an honor standing at each examination,our Model Schools would be able to do much bet-ter work without extended terms, crammine forexaminations would be reduced greatly, individual

effort stimulated, and the profession built up, as it
should be, from within.

We have every reason, as a people, to feel proudof our educational position and progress, and we
feel confident that no combine of inactive, spoon-fed teachers shall ever be permittedi to mould the
future of this the banner province of a great coun-
try. JOHN J. SKENE.

Chatsworth, March 8th, 1895.

'zeachers_oIbscttan,£*-
LAUGH A LITTLE BIT.

Here's a motto, just your fit-
Laugh a little bit.
When you think you're trouble hit,
Laugh a little bit.
Look misfortune in the face,
Bear the beldame's rude grimace
Ten to one 'twill yield its place,
If you have the wit and grit
Just to laugh a little bit.

Keep your face with sunshine lit,
Laugh a little bit.
Ail the shadows off will flt,If you have the grit and wit
Just to laugh a little bit.

Cherish Ibis as sacred writ-
Laugh a little bit.

EDUCATION IN CHINA.

In no country is education morebhighly esteemedthan in China. The child of the workingman, asa rule, cannot hope to get more than a mere smat-
terlng. But scattered througb the country arenumberless families, the members of which for
generation after generation are always students,
and from whom, as a roTe, the officiaIs come.They have no knowledge of any business or trade.
They correspond very closely to what are, or used
10 be, called gentlemen in England, and preservetheir position with great tenacity, even when bard
pressed by poverty,

Rich parvenus, as a matter of course, engagetutors for their children ; and in the humblestranks of life occasionally parents will stint them-
selves 10 give an opprtuniîy to some son who hasshown marked intelligence at the village school.
But neither of these classes compete on an equality
with those to whom learning is 4n hereditary pro-fession. The cultivation and intellectual discipline
prevailing in such families give their members a
marked advantage over those who gel no belp ofthe kind at home, and who must, therefore, dependentirely on what they learn from their paid
leachers.The orthodox scheme of education is entirelyconcerned with the ancient literature of China.
The original works whicb occupy the student'sattention were for the most part written before theliterature of either Greece or Rome bad reached
ils prime. But Ibere are commentators belongingi0 later periods who must also be perused with dili-
gence. China has not seen an influx of new races,such as have overrun Europe since the days of ourclassical authors ; but stili, from mere lapse of
lime, the language of the country bas greatlychanged, and the child beginning his studies cat-
n0, wiîbout explanation, understand a single sen-tence, even if he bas learned to read tbe words of
the lesson which he bas before him. The student
makes himself acquainted as thoroughly as possiblewith Ibese classical works. The more he can

quote of them the better, but he must master themalter contained in them as well.
He must get to know the different readings and

different interpretations of disputed passages, and,
f'nally, he practises himself in prose and verse
composition. In prose he carefully preserves theancient phraseology, never admitting modern
words, though there are certain technicalities of
style which will prevent his productions from beingan exact imitation of the ancient literature. Hisverses must be in close imitation of the old-time
poets. They must follow elaborate rules as to
rhythm, and the words must rhyme according tothe classical sounds, which are very different fromthose of to.day.- The Nineteenth Century.
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I3ooh 1Rotices.
JOHNSON'S LIFE OF MILTON, with Intro-

duction and Notes, by F. Ryland,

M.A. London : George Bell & Sons.

Pp. 135. Price 2s. 6d.

Mr. Ryland bas done a real service to

the readers of Johnson in the careful
edition he has made of the Milton. The

notes to the life are full and accurate,
revealing the greatest industry on the

editor's part in showing ail difficulties of

allusions, references, and quotations. A

life of Johnson and some excellent com-

ments on the character of literary criti-

cism of the eighteenth century form the

introduction.

SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES TO MAC-

MILLAN'S PROGRESSIvE FRENCH

COURSE. First year. By G. E. Fas-

nacht. London : Macmillan & Co.

Toronto: Copp, Clark Co. Pp. 80.

Price, Is.

This book of exercises, while arranged
to supplement Fasnacht's well-lnown
First Year French Course, by givng a
most thorough drill in the grammar, can
be used by teachers wbo use other grain-
mars. It is well compiled, the sentences

varied and not devoid of interest, and
carefully graded-thus givng distinct

help in teaching French in elementary
classes.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF

ENGLIsH FICTION, by W. E. Simonds.

Boston: D. C. Heath & Co. Pp. 240.
Price, $1.
The last few months have seen the

publication of varous treatises on English
fiction. One of the less pretentious of

these, and not the least valuable, is the

book before us. The author has the
right historical perspective-sketching
first the story-telling of Anglo-Saxons, of

the Normans, of the Elizabethans, before
coming te the rîse of the nove1 proper,
the plain story of the common life of
every day in the eighteenth century.
The characteristics of succeeding novel-
ists, the questions of romanticism and
realism, are lîkewise briefly touched on.,
The second part of the volume is made,
up of selections from Beonnef to Tris-
tram Shandy, complete a useful volume,
which will contribute to set people think-
ing of the true value of fiction, and
especially of the novel in public culture.

A DANISH AND DANO-NORWEGIAN
GRAMMAR, by P. Groth, A. M. Boston:

D. C. Heath & Co. Pp. 143. Price, $.

The appearance of this scholarly and
convenient gra mmar of Danish-which
is also, with slight variations, the lan-
guage of Norwegian culture -will be wel-
comed by ail friends of the northern
languages. Nearly half the book is taken
up with the pronunciation, in which the

labois of Sweet and Jeopersen are

pressed into popular service ; the ety-

mology (accidence) gives an easy over-
sight of the chief characteristics of the

grammatical form ; and some exercises,
only too few, seek to impress the chief
rules. The absence of any extracts for
reading is to be regretted in an elemen-
îary bock, in spite of the author's mefer-
ences to such by other editors. The
student of English will find many point
of interest in running over this grammai

of a kindred language, points of agree-
ment and difference, while to any ont
wanting an introduction to the language
of Ibsen and Bjornson, here is a con
venient and reliable work.

I May Christians Dance?
• BY REV. J. H. BROOKES, D.D.

j6mo, Paper. 50 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Life, Warfare, and Victory.

BY MAJOB D. W. WHITTLE.

12mo, Paper, 30 cents; Cloth, 6o cents.

John G. Paton,
Missionary to the New Hebrides.

NEW ILLUSTRATED EDITION.

2 Vols., boxed, 10mo, Cloth, Price, $2.

The Dew of Thy Youth.

A Message to Endeavorers.
BY REV. J. R. MILLER, D.D.

Popular Vellum Series, 2o cents.
Cheaper Edition, zo cents; per dozen, Si.o0.

A Plain Talk About the Theatre.

BY HENRICK JOHNSON, D.D.

16mo, Paper - - 20 cents.

Cloth, 50 cents.

Grace and Truth.
Under Twelve Different Aspects.

BY W. P. MACKAY,M.A.

12mo, Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Christian's Secret

Of a Happy Life.

Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 75 cents.

Cloth, Gilt Edges, $1.00.

Temptation.
A Talk to Young Men.

BY PROF. AMES STALKER, M.A., D.D.

Popular Series, 2o cents.
Cheaper Edition, lo cents; per dozen, $.0.

Consumption.
The incessant wasting of a con-

sumptive can only be overcome by
a powerful concentrated nourish-
ment like Scott's Emulsion. If

this wasting is checked and the

system is supplied with strength to
combat the disease there is hope
of recovery.

Scott's
miOflls111

of Cod-liver Oil, with Hypophos-
phites, does more to cure Con-

sum ption than any other known

remedy. It is for ail Affections of
Throat and Lungs, Coughs, Colds, Bron.
chitis and Wasting. Pamklétfree.

Scott & Bowne, Belleville. Ail Druggists. 50c. & $1.

Tableaux, Charades, and
PÂNTOXI-J

The featurescontained
In ibis attractive volume
are adapted alike toParler Entertainmients,
Scheel and Churcis Ex-

hibItions, or for e on
the Amateur Stage.Everytising contained

lu i a bright and fresh,
and rnch f the mate-
rial was speciaflywrte
for the book.

Paper binding, go ets;
cloth, 50ts. F

TheFisk Teachers' Agency
32 Church Street, Toronto.

W E supply teachers with positions and ScoolIVBosrds with suitable teacers. Ternis ta
teachers on application. No charge to Boards
Wisen in tise city eall and ses us.

W. O. McTAOGART, B.A.(Tor. Univ.), Man.

MASTERED INSIXWEEKSBY
LATIN The DeBFisay Analytical Method.
No rules, no rote-learning; the student is taught te
read and write Latin IN THE RoMAN ORDER. Full
course by mail, $6.co. Part I. mailed te any address,
25 Cents. Pamphlet free. C. T. DEBRISAY, B.A.,
DeBrisay Latin School, Oddfellows' Hall, College and
Yonge Sis., Toronto.

18-12

Quotations
By Agnes H. Morton,

Thiaisaclever coila-
ii of pithl quetations
selected rom a great

,.# vetyefsouen , aalpbab.eticaîiy aragd

according to the senti-
ment. An Iportant

divisio f e
the cha lcetc linos

tram wellknown au-
thora. In it are) un-

dreds of famillar sayings
of widely varylig

application, accredited te tier original sources
It centaine ail the popular quotatialls ln Cur-nt

use together wish many rare bits of prose and
verse net generally found An slmllr collection&
Cloth binding, 50 cts.

NOTICE.

T EACHERS will please note that the edi-

tion of " Notes on Entrance Literature,"

edited by F. Il. Sykes, M.A., and published

by the Canada Publishing Company, is now

exhausted, and, as no further edition is te

be published, we can no longer fill any orders

for this book.

Full of Fun
This book ln eampffed Of

three papular tilles, con-
undrums, b Dean Rivers,
Taliks, by eo. Thatoher,
and Jokes, by Henry Firth
Wood, thus containing the
best and freshest in ail
that la bright and witty.
It will afford excellent
amusement for the fireside,

rove a splendid store-
ouse from which to draw

material for anecdote or
illustration, andisvaluable
for public reading or enter-
tainiment. Paper binding.

60 cents.

IpORTE TORONTO HON. W . AiL.ANI

OF MUSIC
0. YONCE ST. & WILTON AVE.

EDWARD FISHER, - Musical Director.
Pupils may enter at auy tinme.

132 pages, giving full particulare, MAILLI.
FREE TO APPLICANTs.

H. N. SHAW, B.A., Prin. Elocution School.

Elocution, Voice Culture, Delsarte,
Literature.

Best Things from Best Authors
Volumes

i to 7 now
issued.

Each vol-
ume is coin-

d oe d othree nuin-

bers ofShae
maker'sBeatSotiOnS,

In the arder
of their is-
sue, tihus

telat0

and beatproductions
ëf tise moSt
papular En-

glisi snd American wrlters of to-dawltis tise cholceait selectIenS Of stan ar Ors..-

ture adapted te reading le public and private.
600 pages, cloth, each 81.50.

U-spEciÂL.-For a limited time we are ofite.
Ing tise tul set of seve volumes, put up lu a neat
and durable box e te r.l prie of 87.00,'te regisiar price woisld be $10.50.

The
Cenitury
Cyclopedia

of Nameýs.
Pronouncing, Etymological and Explanatory.
"Concise, Accurate, Up-to-date, Comprehensive."

William Clark, D.C.L., F.R.S.C.,
Trinity College, Toronto:

I have examined the Century Cyclopedia of
Names witb preat care, and I find it in every
respect satisfactory and admirable. I have not
looked for one name in vain; and the articles
are concise and accurate, whilst they are suf-
ficiently full for assisting readers and students.

Prof. J. E. Wells, X.A.,
The Educational Journal:

The Century Cyclopedia*of Names is. in short,
a most comprehensive mine of information on
all kinds of questions. From acursory examina-
tion, and an application of tests, w are per-
suaded that it is the completest work of its kind
in the English language. It had not been two
hoursin our office before we found in it informa-
tion which we had vainly been looking for in
other dictionaries and encyclopedias.

Publiuhed by

THE CENTURY CO.,
NEW YORK,

and For Sale in Canada by

roainss & Kilgour, Toroto.
Circulars and terms free. 111-6

Teaches ...
Why not supplement your salary by devot-
ing your spare moments to introucig The
Literary Digest, a weekiy periodical con-
taining the contemporaneous thought of
the world ? Subscriptions are easily obtained fer this " Prince of Weeklie-."

Price $3.00 a year. Liberal commission
allowed. Send for terms and sample
copies.

Funk & Wagnalls Co.,

11 Richnmond St. W., Toronto.
20-2

CCENTRA L
-- _ Rusiness

TORONTO ANDSTRATFORD

Students assisted every week ta good
positions. Largey patrenized, by public

schco tenebers.
Write te ether school for catalogreis.

SHAW &ELLIOTT, PRINCIPALS.
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Important to Toachors *

..................................... ..................... ' I...
HERE are to-day a number of gentlemen who formerly held important positions as

educationists employed by the leading Life Insurance Companies, and room Stijl
remains for teachers to obtain important positions in the field work.

Those contemplating taking up insurance -work would do well te examine the
respective merits of the different companies, so as te he certain that they are
receommending the most desirable institution te their friends. Certain important
element sbould be kept in view, viz.:

Has the Company been successful ?
Has It a net surplus over all liabilities ?
Has it pald satisfaetory profit results on its

Investment Policies ?
Has It paid its death claims promptly?
Is such Company under competent management?

Any intelligant man can satisfy himself on tbese important points by reference te
the official Government Insurance Reports. Tested by these essentials the

NORTH AMBRICAN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY
WILL BE FOUND TO EXCEL.

Write for pamphlets explanatory of the Company's excellent Investmcnt plans
and remsuneration to agents.

Head Office:
22 to 28 King St. W.,

Toronto.
WM. McCABE, LLB., F.I.A.,

Managing Director.

P.S.-Wanted, two special agents. Gentlemen of education and energy will find
this an excellent opportunity. Previons experience not casential.

SIMPLIFIED INSTRUCTO R
For the PIANO or ORGAN.FR EE SMP rfLFIE s NT UCO

ABSOLUTELY NO TEACHER NECESSARY.
IN ONE HOUR YOU CAN LEARN TO PLAY AND ACCOMPANY___________________on the Piano or Organ by using our ligbtning Ch 'rd Method. This

mietodiswonderfully mple. Itia ade ight to allbeg nersand
a rady reference for advanced players. A LIMITED NUMBERWILL BE GIVEN AWAY TO INTRODUCE IT. The price of this b ok ta ONE DOLLAR, but ifyou will talk it up and show it to your neighbors we will miil you ONE COPY FREE. Send twentycents to defray expense of mailing. (Postage stamps or silver.)

Address at onee, The Musical Guide Pub. Co., Cincinnati, O.
Our Simpîified Instructors for the GUITAR, MANDOLIN BANJO, or VIOLIN beat the w rldNo teacher necessary. Wonderful progress in one hour. ither onie mailed on receipt of thbrtycents. MENTION THIS PAPER.

Drills and Marches
By E. C. and L. J.
Bock. Entirely new
and original.

This book embraces
not only such standard
drills as the Broom,
Fan and Tambourine,
but In addition contains
many new, novel, and
origal ones, as th
Um rella )rill, D1ril of
the LIttle Pastriots, H
Drill, Waiter Drill, DojDrill, etc., etc.

Persons with veryllim-
ited or even no experi-
ence will have littlî difficulty in arrangin mot
succesaful entertainments by the use of_ eex.
ercises f<lund In this book.

Paper bliding, 25 ets.i; boarda, 40 ota.

Nimmo & Harrison

Business College
Cor. Yonge and College Sts.

TORONTO, CAN.

B OOKKEEPING, SHORTHAND. PENMANSHIP.
TELEGRAPHY, ENGLIfH, CIVIL SERîVICE, AN-

NuiTIEs. and all other subjects pertaining to a
fhorough business course.

Open ail year. Day and evening sessions.
Wrte for catalogue. (Mentiou this paper)

R.D.NIMMo PRINoiPALs JAS.HARRISON

MY VACATION-WHERE ?
SUMMER, 1895.

37 DAYS, INCLUSIVE FARE, $230.
Sailing fromt Boston by popular Cunarder, Satur-

day, July6th. High-class vacation party. AIl neces-
sa'ry expenses included. Organized and accom-
paied by

MISS ADA MARIE CROW, 10 Elm St.,TruPo,N.S.
Who bas travelled in charge of similar parties

throughout Great Britain and the continent of Euro.
Applications for programmes should lie sent te MiS
CROW, as above, or

Henry Gaze & Sons (Ltd.), 113 Broadway,
New York; 201 Washington Street, Bos-
ton, Mass.

R. M. Melville, 34 Adelaide Street East,
Toronto, Canada.

Douglass Battersby, I84 St. James Street,
Montreal, Canada.

Writefor Gaze's Tourist Gazette. 18-5

The Story of the Odyssey
By Dr. Edward
Brooks, A. M. For
Boys and Girls.

The Odyssey of Homer
combines the romance
of travel with that of
domestic life, and differs
from the Mliad, which l0
a tale of the camp and
battle-field.

In th is wonderful
oem lie the erms cf
htousands of vlumes

which fill our modern
libraries. Witbout bome
knowled of it, readers

wl miss the point fany thg in modern
art and literature.

Profusely illustrated. 870 pages, cloth, $125.

YOU CAN GET YOUR

Sehool Supplies
Cheaper from. us than from any other

bouse in Canada.

E. N. MOYER & CO.
37 RICHMOND ST. WEST, • ToRoNTo.

"YE OLDE
BOOK SHOPPE"

Teachers, Students and others wanting Books
for any School, College or University in the
Dominion send card te address below.

Teachers, buy Taylor's Book on Punctuation,
25 cents. 50 H.8. Grammars, second-hand, at 45
cents, postpaid. Teachers Agreements, 5 cents
eacb.

FRANK PORTER4
353 Yonge Street, Toronto

Bargains In
C. Bulbe and Plants

T he Maximum of Worth at Miaimum of Cost
No. B-15 Gladiolus, finest assorted, for 50c.

1-6 Dahliasselectshowvariet's" 50c.
G- 8 Montbretias, handsome . "c.
O- 6 Roses, everbloom'g beauties" f0c.

Window Collecti s eacb,
F- uchsia, Dbl. Pl. usk, Ivy

" and Sweet Sc't'd Geranium,0.
Manetta Vine, T lium,
Mex.Primrose& io

" Geraniums, finest assorted "50c.
"R-19 Coleus, fine assorted colora 50c.
SS5 Iris, finest varieties . . . 50c.

Any 2 collections for 85c. ; 3 for $1.25; or 5 for 2.
By Mail, post-paid, Our selection. A snap 1

Catalogue Free.
THE STEELE, BRIOC, MARCON lEED 00. LTD.

Toronto, ont.

To Build Up
A name that is syn-

onymous with excel-

lence requires true

merit.

Then let the reputa-
tion assure you of

the merit of

E. B. Eddy's Matches

Practical Elocution
By J.W.Shoemaker,
A. M.

This work la the out-
growth of actual clas-
room experience, and
is a practlcal,common-
sense treaiment of the
whole ubject. it la
clear and concise, yet
comprehensive, an is
absolutely free from
the entangling techu-
calities that are so fre-
quentlyfound in books

this class. It advo-
cates no Individual

system, but appeaIs to the intelligence of any
ordinary min , and it can therefore be as suc.
cessf\illy used by the average teacher of reading,
as by the trained elocuitonlst.

300 nages. cloth. leather back. 1.2.

F OR mutual advantage, when you write to an
advertiser please mention THE EDUCATION-

AL JOURNAL.

OFFICIAL CALENDAR

0F Tas

Educational Departinent
April:

i. Return by Clerks of counties, cities, etc., Of
population to Department, due. [P. S. Act,
sec. 129.] (On or before st Aprit.)

Application for examination for Specialists' cer-
tificates of ail grades te Department, due.
(On or before 1st Aopril.)

1l. High Schools close, second termi. [H. S. Act,
sec. 42.1 (Thurnday before Easter Sunday.)

12. Goon FRIDAv.

15. EASTER MONDAY.

Reports on Night Schools due (Session 1894-5).
(Nat later than i5th April.)

x6. Annual Meeting of the Ontario Educational
Association at Toronto. (During Easter va-
cation.)

22. High Schools open, third terni. [H. S. Act,
sec. 42.1 (Second Monday after Easter San-
day.)

Public and Separate Schools in cities, towns, and
incorporated villages open after Easter holi-

days. [P. S. Act, sec. 173 (2); S. S. Act, sec.
79(2).] (Sameasfor H.S.)

24. Art School Examinations begin. (Subject ta

afoîintment.)
25. Toronto University Examinations in Law begin.

(Subject ta afoointment.)

May:
i. Toronto University Examination in Arts, begins.

Examination for Specialists' certificates (except
Commercial) at the University of Toronto.,
begin. (Subject ta affoiniment.)

Principals of High, Public, and Separate Schools
to notify Public School Inspectors of number
of candidates for the High School Primary
Examination in Oral Reading, Drawing, and
Commercial Course, to be held at saine places
as High School Entrance Examinations.
(Same as Entrance Examinations.)

Notice by candidates for the High School En-
trance and Public School Leaving Examina-
tions, te Inspectors, due. (Not later than Ist
May.)

By-law te alter schoel boundaries-last day of
passing. [P.S. Act, sec. 81 (3).] (Not later
than rst May.)

3. Inspectors te report te Department number of
papers required for the High School Entrance
and Public School Leaving Examinations.
(ÀNot later than 3rd May.)

Inspectors' nomination of Presiding Examiners
for High School Entrance and Public School
Leaving Examinations, due. (3rdMay.)

ARBoR DAv. (lst Ffrday in May.)
24. QuEEN's BIRTrH>Av (Frtiday).

Notice by candidates for the Departmental
Primary and the High School Leaving and
University Matriculation Examinations, te In.
spectors, due. (Not later than 2¢th May.)

25. Notice of the saine by Inspectors te Department,
due. (Not later than 2Sth May.)

Nomination of Presiding Examiner for saine, due.
(One month before Examination.)

27. Examination at Provincial School of Pedagogy
at Toronto, begins. (At close afsession.)

31. Close Of Session of Provincial School of Peda-
gogy. (Shal end on3ist May.)

SELECTIONS FOR LITERATURE.

ENTRANCE,--8
95 .

Fourth Reader.

Lesson I. Tom Brown.
Lesson V. Pictures of Memory.
Lesson X. The Barefoot Boy.
Lesson XVIII. The Vision of Mirza.-First Read-

"tesson XX. The Vision of Mirza.-Second Reading.
Lesson XXIII. On His Own Blindness.
Lesson XXVI. From The Deserted Village."
Lesson XXXII. Flow Gentiy, Sweet Afton.
Lesson XXXVII. The Bell of Atri.
Lesson XLI . Lady Clare.
Lesson LXVIII. The Heroine of Vercheres.
Lesson LXXVI. Landing of the Pilgrims.
Lesson LXXXIX. After Death in Arabia.
Lesson XCI. Robert Burns.
Lesson XCIV. The Ride froin Ghent te Aix.
Lesson XCVI. - 4- se United States.
Lesson XCVI Librar
Lesson CI. S, Ë ue 0f

Ott, ImBag8g.
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